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 INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS
C2W has thousands of readers and members around the world 

thanks to its partnership with the world’s best motorcycle 
magazines. C2W shares news stories and readers with over 20 
motorcycle magazines and websites around the world, here’s a 

selection of some of them…

Bimotas is the most popular 
motorcycle magazine in 
Colombia, Ecuador, 

Venezuela, Bolivia and 
many other countries in 

South America.

Revista 400 is the 
motorcycle magazine for 
Central America including 

Mexico, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, Guatemala 

and Panama. 

Moto is the most read 
motorcycle magazine in 

Cyrillic text and represents 
Russia, Ukraine and 

Belarus as well as other 
Cyrillic reading nations. 

Mobile World has been a 
supporter of the Chinese 
motorcycle industry for 

many years and has a very 
big readership in Pakistan 

and Bangladesh.

BikeSA which is 
headquartered in South 

Africa is the only motorcycle 
trade magazine in Sub-

Saharan Africa and has a 
huge readership. 

Motoron has been 
a popular motorcycle 
industry magazine in 

Turkey for many years and 
regularly promotes Chinese 

motorcycles. 

C2W has several website partners around the world, most of which specialise in the Chinese motorcycle 
industry, here are some of them. 
www.chinamotorcyclenews.com  

www.chinamotorrider.com  
www.mychinamoto.com  

Motorcycle Tradernews 
is one of the biggest 

read motorcycle trade 
magazines and websites 

in the UK, Ireland and the 
rest of Europe.

Ultimate Motorcycling 
has been supporting 

the Chinese motorcycle 
industry for many years and 

has a large readership in 
the USA.

china 2 wheels
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C2W boss David McMullan writes for motorcycle trade magazines 
all over the world. Here’s a selection of magazines that print David’s 
China motorcycle industry articles. If you are interested in receiving 
articles by David, Sean, Jeremy, Raj and the rest of the team write to 

us at englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

Kiwi rider has been the 
number 1 motorcycle 

magazine for the 
motorcycling public of New 

Zealand for many years.

Motorcycle News (MCN) 
this media needs no 

introduction as the world’s 
leading weekly motorcycle 
reviewing newspaper and 

website.

Dealernews are the 
organiser of America’s 

annual motorcycle 
exhibition Dealer Expo as 
well as being a popular 
motorcycle magazine.

Australian Road Rider has 
the reputation of being one 

of the most professional 
and entertaining 

motorcycle magazines in 
Australia.

Motorcycle Consumer 
News from America is 
unique in the fact that 
it doesn’t contain any 

advertising content and 
exists on subscriptions 

alone.

Supermototecnica is 
essential reading to learn 
everything you need to 
know about the Italian 
motorcycle industry and 

new technology.

Automark is one of 
the leading automotive 
magazines in Pakistan 
and covers the complete 

automotive industry 
of course including 

motorcycles.

Adventure Motorcycle 
magazine is a media that 

specialises in the adventure 
side of motorcycling and is 

a partner with C2W

www.chinariders.com  
www.chinesemotorcyclenews.com  

www.twowww.com  
www.globalautosources.com 

www.china2wheels.com

china 2 wheels
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As Mark Fawcett continues his trail through Asia he tells me constantly 
of the millions of Japanese scooters on show at every traffic-light 
in every city in Indo-China. It does make me think that a decently 
designed and produced Chinese scooter range with good after-market 
services and reasonably priced could sell in its tens of thousands (or 
more) in these countries. Come on Wangye, Znen, and Jonway etc., do 
some market research, prepare your own brand and make your fortune 
in these countries. 

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

L
ast weekend the boys from Sedemac (motorcycle and generator 

electric controls company from India) came to visit me and update 

me on what’s happening regarding electric controls on Chinese 

bikes. At the moment the bigger Chinese companies are looking 

to upgrade their machines with certain electric controls but not fast enough 

if you ask me. The industry was told years ago what would be happening 

when Europe went EURO 4 and took little notice of the prior warning. Get 

your skates on! By the way- a hugely important innovation coming from 

Sedemac soon, a real groundbreaker, watch this space!

Social media is a cheap (or free) and efficient way to promote a product or a 

brand so why don’t Chinese motorcycle manufacturers (with the notable ex-

ception of Lifan) flock to Facebook, Twitter and especially YouTube to show 

off their new models and publicise their latest news? No, I don’t know either. 

DAVES 
RAVE
All the things that interested or pissed off David McMullan this month
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I’ve just set up a decent bit of social media 

for Loncin so if any other motorcycle manu-

facturers out there want to take advantage 

of this media let me know (but you have to 

remember to support it with photos, test 

rides and videos).

C
hinese motorcycle companies 

are still fighting a price war all 

over the world and all its doing 

is cutting their own throats and 

trimming profits to an absolute minimum. This is not helping anyone! 

Chinese motorcycle companies, do you remember the price war you 

had in Turkey which ended up with everyone losing money? Well 

I bloody do and the same thing will happen in Burma, Philippines, 

Egypt and other countries unless you get together and sort it out. 

You never bloody learn!

I
t was good to see Roberto from the United States who is star-

ing a monkey bike empire over there. I’ve always liked monkey 

bikes and Roberto assures me that are used as commuters on 

University campuses and the like in the USA. I’m looking forward 

to seeing Roberto at Canton fair and learning more about monkey 

bikes, all that I can remember from experience is that there was a 

lad in England called ‘Gorilla Dave’ who was the king of British mon-

key bikes. Dave, if you are reading this drop me a line.

Years ago I found an old Jialing motorcycle on a dump which we 

cleaned up and managed to scrounge some parts for. After much 

banging and clanging she runs okay and looks like a small café-rac-

er but there’s one problem with the beast, she has a rotary gearbox 

the most annoying and dangerous feature ever to be bolted on a 

powered two wheeler. In this issue Sean Kerr writes about the pros 

and cons (what pros?) of a rotary gear box and discusses why the 

hell the Chinese ever bothered with them (does anyone actually want 

a rotary gearbox)?

There’s some really good electric scooters made in China now and 

I review one of them in this magazine but… why on earth are the 

majority of them designed with a non-removable battery? Take 

Chongqing for example; there are no electric power stations so you 

have to charge at home. 95% of Chongqing citizens live in tower blocks (high rise) so how is 

someone meant to get the scooter near to an electric socket? Put it in the lift (I’ve seen people 

doing this)? All electric scooters and bikes should have a removable, transportable battery. Just 

saying.

The China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF) is on in Harbin in May. If you are going to the fair (which 

is a partner of China 2 Wheels magazine by the way) let me know and we can meet and maybe I 

can introduce you to the parts companies that you need. CMPF is on twice a year and is a must 

for anyone trading with motorcycle parts for any (not just Chinese) brand of motorcycle. The 

website (like most Chinese websites) is rubbish and never updated so contact me if you need 

help with anything to do with visiting the fair. See you there!
china 2 wheels
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Motorcycle gearing has come a long way 
since the first motorcycles cruised our 
streets. From shifters to transmissions 
and clutches, many parts have evolved 
along with the rest of the machine. Aside 
from automatic scooters nearly all bikes 
will have a gearbox through which the 
rider manually selects a gear with or with-
out use of a clutch. The standard set 
up for a modern motorcycle is a return 
shifter sequential gearbox with a step 
down to 1st from neutral and then kick-
ing up through to the top gear; 1 – N – 
2 – 3… and so on until the final gear is 
in play. To return back down through the 
gearbox the shifter is kicked down; 6 – 
5 – 4… until the rider is in the desired 
gear.
While most bikes employ this pattern 
in their transmission there are a large 
number of bikes, most of them cubs, 
which use a rotary gearbox pattern. The 
rotary pattern doesn’t have a fixed start 
and end point  as a regular  gearbox 
would, instead it revolves as the name 
suggests. On this type of gearbox a rider 
will begin in neutral and kick down into 
1st, but rather than kicking up to meet 
2nd the rider continues to kick down on 
the shifter to reach the higher gears. A 
4 speed rotary box might have a pattern 
going N – 1 – 2 – 3 – 4. Once the top 
gear is reached the rider doesn’t kick 
down on the shifter to access lower gears 
but must cycle back through neutral and 
start again from 1st. A small number of 

rotary gearboxes did have the ability to 
reverse through the gears but nearly all 
made nowadays are a one-way cycle.
For the uninitiated this can be some-
what of an awkward system. Riding in 
top gear a rider may want to select a 
lower gear to corner in but would not 
be able to clutch-in and kick down a 
gear, say from 3rd to 4th, and may 
instead be kicking down into neutral. 
Thinking neutral was a missed gear the 
rider may kick down again landing 1st 
gear. Selecting 1st from a high speed 
is not only damaging to the engine and 
gearbox but could potentially lead to 
loss of control from the severe reduc-
tion of rotation at the back wheel while 
at speed.
Originally implemented in domestic 
markets SuperCubs (C50, C70, C90…) 
Honda devised this style of transmis-
sion to be used in busy cities where 
riders would often be riding from one 

light to the next, a common occurrence 
in Japanese cities. It was designed to 
make neutral and 1st gear easier to 
access from the top gear as a rider 
would be able to step into neutral from 
top gear while braking for a stop. The 
gearbox would then be ready to be 
shifted down once more into 1st for 
the rider to set off.
The rotary gearbox made little impact 
outside of Japan and in places like 
the US very few made it to market 
with customers preferring a regular 
sequential return shift transmission. 
Honda added the rotary to some of 
their 250cc dirt bikes during the 50’s 
but they were not well received, many 
option to do a full engine and gearbox 
swap so that they could use the bike 
with the more common return gear-

By Sean Kerr

ROTARY GEAR  
BOXES…
WHY?
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ing system. Honda weren’t the only 
factory producing it; Yamaha also 
had some models featuring the rotary 
pattern. 
Due to unusual and possibly unlike-
able nature of the rotary gear box 
why do manufacturers, predominantly 
in China, continue to build cubs with 
this set up?
The most likely reason is that the 
Chinese companies have borrowed the 
design from early Hondas and stuck 
with it. Most of the big manufacturers 
in China produce some sort of cub 
with the rotary gearbox even if they 
have other cub models using a return 
pattern box. For a domestic customer 
buying a bike for their daily commute 

through the busy city this gearbox 
would be perfectly suitable, but riding 
a motorcycle in almost all of China’s 
large cities is prohibited so all the 
benefits of the system are wasted. 
Also, many of these bikes are made 
for developing nations to mobilise the 
lower classes, nations that don’t have 
massive urban sprawl with road grids 
filled with traffic lights every 200m.  
It could be that once the manufac-
turing process is set up it would be 
costly for any change in a production 
line and therefore the factories just 
keep on using this dated technology. 
It could also be down to laziness or 
the inability to redesign the system, 

china 2 wheels

ROTARY GEAR  BOXES…WHY?

which may be the case 
with smaller producers. 
What is does show is that 
the industry really needs 
to address why they are 
still using technology from 
a bygone era. This could 
be taken as a sign of the 
progression the Chinese 
indust r y  s t i l l  needs to 
make before it will truly 
be a match for any of the 
world’s other big interna-
tional motorcycle brands.
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David   
McMullan 

INTERVIEWS      
ITALIAN 

LEGENDS 

Hello , I remember Fantic motorcycles from 
when I was a kid in the 70’s, can you please 
tell C2W readers something about the history 
of Fantic motorcycles?

Fantic Motor has been founded in 1968. Innovative 
models and high per formances made Fantic the 
second largest European manufacturer in the 70-ties. 
Fantic focused on offroad segment during the late 
70-ties and 80-ties and the results became imme-
diately visible. Three Trial World Championships in 
1985, 86 and 1988 and presence in the podium 
until 1995. Fantic continued its career in winning the 
300cc Enduro European Championships in 2011 and 
several enduro 50cc national championships in Italy, 
Belgium, France, Finland until last year. I am very 

confident this year we will outperform our competitors 
on European tracks. 
Some more info and a nice comparison between 
“what Fantic was doing” and “what happened in the 
world” on http://www.fanticmotor.it/azienda 

When did you first come to China and what 
did you see?

The current Fantic top management had a long 
motorcycle experience in Aprilia and, as Aprilia, we 
had a long lasting experience with Chinese partners 
since 1994. Our experience has been overall very 
successful and we continue to trust Chinese compa-
nies, which evolved during these years.

One thing is for certain; China greatly improved 
every year and we cannot afford to be out of this 
market, regardless if you think to purchase or sales.

When we were together you were impressed 
by the Zongshen factory. What do you 
think about the technology used in Chinese 
motorcycle factories?

Chinese motorcycle factories are very polarized. 

Some of them evolved along the years and now 
they are really point of excellence, like Zhongshen. 
Others did not invest in innovation and R&D and 
now they are suffering the current recession.

From an Italian perspective what do you 
think the Chinese industry can do to 
improve?

Chinese industry shall keep up with the evolving 
technology. Investing in R&D and collaborating with 
some international company with outstanding R&D 
capabilities. This is our recipe. Second point relates 
to quality. Manufacturing process upstream to the 
raw material shall be tested and stable. This is the 
guideline Japanese companies gave all of us in the 
80-ties and it is still valid.

In  the UK Chinese bikes now outsel l 

Japanese bikes. Do you think this could 
happen in other Eurozone countries?

The success in UK can even backfire if Chinese 
manufacturers are not able to guarantee stability of 
product quality. Reliable quality shall be a given!
On top of this consideration we feel there are other 
two essential ingredients to succeed in Eurozone. 
First: a design that suits European ever-chang-
ing taste. With this respect, collaborating with a 
European partner could be very beneficial. Second: 

INDUSTRY REPORT
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the product shall not simply be cheap, but shall have 
excellent value for money. Chinese companies shall 
identify components where high standard is a must and 
components where the domestic product quality can be 
accepted. 

Italian motorcycles are now becoming more 
popular in China with Benell i  (of  course 
Chinese owned) Ducati and MV Agusta all 
represented. Do you think that this injection of 
Italian motorcycle culture in to China can help 
with the progression of the Chinese industry 
especially regarding bigger engine motorcycles 
and better design?

Definitely. I feel that the Italian taste for style and the 
Chinese cost effectiveness made these two Countries 
natural partners in the future.

Motocross is a fast growing sport in China; do 
you think we can see Fantic bikes here? If so 
can I have one please?

We are still investigating this market, but motorcross is 
our first love and we cannot wait to be in China tracks, 

possibly with a local partner. 
Do you want to be our first official driver? 
OK, your bike is ready.

What countries around the world are 
you selling the Fantic models to?

So far to all Eurozone and East European 
Countries. We are now in deep discussions 
with some potential partners to enter USA, 
Australia and Latin America.

Now that we know all about Fantic 
please tell us about your own back-
ground in the motorcycle industry

Motorcycle has been my first love and it will 
be my last. I started working in Laverda even 
before getting my degree in Engineering. After 
6 years, I moved to Aprilia where I was the 
R&D Director for over 25 years. After a short 
interlude as CEO in a construction equipment 
company, I gathered back again the dream 
team with whom I spent my best years in 
Aprilia and here we are. Back in business to 
bring Fantic to the old glories of the 80-ties. 
A brand like Fantic Motors deserves it.

I missed you last time you came over, 
when are you next coming to China?

I come to China at least 5 times per year so 
I am very confident to be again in PRC next 
April and it will be a pleasure to meet you 
again. Maybe visiting some local motocross 
clubs, why not?

David   McMullan INTERVIEWS      ITALIAN LEGENDS FANTIC MOTOR
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a report of a motorcycle, with riders views

APRIL    2016

THE ROLE OF WOMEN IN 

THE CHINESE MOTORCYCLE 

INDUSTRY

L
ucy Cheng is the owner and editor of i-motor, the biggest 
Chinese language motorcycle media. In her opinion “There 
is no discernable sexism in the modern Chinese motor-
cycle industry. Females exist in every position from com-

pany owner down to production line worker and in every aspect of 
the industry including media (namely myself). If there is a lack of 
females in the industry at any time it is just a matter of their choice 
as opposed to discrimination. It is true that there are no Chinese 
ladies currently competing in moto-sports but then, there is not yet 
a big participation from men in moto-sports either in China. As mo-
to-sport grows I guarantee you will see the emergence of capable 
Chinese women riders and technicians at race tracks.”

There are an estimated 200 thousand woman motorcycle riders in 
China, most riding scooters under 125cc. MaCong of the Chong-
qing custom bike society is an exception. MaCong relates “it’s quite 
rare for women in China to ride bigger bikes but I have been in 
love with Harley Davidson bikes for years. Finally last year I bought 
myself a soft tail which I had bored and stroked to 1600cc and the 
heads flowed. I love the sound and torque. I’m considering open 
pipes but I’m not sure because I attract a lot of attention already 
and I’ve had some traffic incidents with guys looking at me.” Zhong-
Li owns a small supermarket and regularly delivers groceries to her 
elder customers on her 50cc Lifan scooter. “For me the scooter is 

The motorcycle industry, for the main part, has long been regarded 
a man’s world. Recently I was asked by FIM to write a report about 
women in the motorcycle industry in China and as I have recently 
written an article involving Ruby Zhang the owner of Fuego Power 
(Motorhead brand) I decided to have a further look in to the female 
influence on the industry. One of the biggest influences on any 
industry is the media that supports it and in China there is a huge 
female input in that region.

INDUSTRY REPORT

my main means of transport. I regularly change 
the oil and filters and tighten the drive chain be-
cause my husband doesn’t know how to do it! A 
lot of ladies around here get together to mainte-
nance for the scooters and cubs that we ride, if 
we leave it to our husbands they would take the 
bikes to a mechanic, we prefer to maintain the 
bikes ourselves to save a bit of money!”

C2W editor David McMullan said “More often 
than not, when I am reporting on a new motor-
cycle product the head of the publicity and ad-
vertising company for the motorcycle factory is 

a lady. Their knowledge of the new products is 
at least equal to the men that we deal with. It’s 
not just Chinese women employed either; I re-
member years ago Shineray employed a Swed-
ish lady as the general manager. Recently a 
woman, Yan Haimei, was installed by Qianjiang 
as the CEO of Benelli”

L
i Lian is an 18 year old assembly line 
worker at the Liyang motorcycle factory 
in Chongqing. She tells of her decision 
to work at a motorcycle factory. “I come 

from a poor village where the main employment 
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if farming. Most young people these days have enough edu-
cation to move to the cities and try to make our lives there. In 
Chongqing the main employer is the auto and moto industries 
(over half a million employed) so it was the natural choice. I 
was given full training and taught about the safety issues of 
the line. Like everyone starting out I have quite a mundane 
job, just connecting parts, but for the good and diligent work-
ers there is the chance to learn and progress to the testing ar-
eas and the research and development department. Men and 
women have the same opportunities to progress and it seems 
that women are quicker on the production line!”

Z
hang Lin is an export account manager for the 
Yinang motorcycle company. She explains the ad-
vantage of hiring females in the export department. 
“If you go to any language school university in China 

you will see that the classes consist of 90% females. I don’t 
know why but it’s invariably girls who prefer to study English A

nd other languages which mean that 
there are many girls working in motorcy-
cle export departments as they have the 
language requirements.”

Rio Wang CEO of Fuego Power agrees. “I wouldn’t 
think twice about hiring a female for any aspect of 
the operation. My general manager if female, and 
three quarters of the export staff are female. Their 
motorcycle knowledge is on a par with the guys 
even though they are a bit reluctant to get on and 
ride sometimes. I also find that they are generally 
more organised than the men and that many of our 
male customers prefer to do business with a lady!”

It’s not just Chinese owned motorcycle companies 
in China that hire females. High level female opera-
tives are essential to the running of Harley-Davidson 

and Ducati China.

I
t’s not just the traditionally powered 2 wheeler 
industry that is graced by the fairer sex; the 
electric scooter industry also benefits. Yadea 
is the biggest EV export company in China 

and was captained by Nancy Zhou as GM. Nancy 
reports “as the EV industry is still relatively in its in-
fancy there are huge opportunities for women as the 
industry has not taken a male-orientated culture in 
the same way as the standard motorcycle industry. 
It’s also the case that many women prefer to ride an 
electric scooter.”

To conclude it seems that there is no discrimination 
against women in the Chinese motorcycle industry, 
conversely, women hold some of the top positions 
and this trend is not likely to change.

china 2 wheels
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THE DRAGON AND THE 
RISING SUN. CHINA 

AND JAPAN STILL AT 
MOTORCYCLE WAR

For centuries the clash between the Chinese and the 
Japanese has seen constant conflict until the relatively 
recent, more peaceful years of the latter 20th century. While 
the cultures and people are very similar in many ways there 
have always been rivalries in production that will remain in 
contention for as long as the two nations exist separately. 
One of the biggest industries now drawing battle lines 
between the two countries is the motorcycle industry. Rather 
than drawing swords in the field they are smelting metals in 
the factories to out-do each other on the economic front.
While it’s evident to any industry figure that the Japanese 
have had the head start in this production war it’s not a 
lead that remains completely in favour of the Japanese in 
some respects. If we look at the numbers it’s plain to see 
that China has eclipsed any other nation on earth when it 
comes to sheer volume of units produced but that’s without 
factoring in quality of the units, of course.

F
rom the mid 80’s Chinese motorcycle manufactur-
ers have been taking their lead from the Japanese 
“Big 4” and replicating the models and technol-
ogy already on the market to make Glone such as 

the ever popular cubs and CG copies. This strategy made 
for good business in previous decades but modern Chinese 
manufactures with the means of researching and devel-
oping their own technology are becoming more common-
place. Where once a Chinese bike may have been an exact 
copy of its Japanese counterpart the industry is now seeing 
Chinese bikes designed and built from the ground up using 
original plans.
A large difference in production strategies between the 
two nations falls on the restriction placed on the Japanese 
industry after the Second World War when the government 

china 2 wheels
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limited only four companies to producing motorcycles (Suzuki, Yamaha, 
Honda and Kawasaki) and other producers, such as Bridgestone and 
Fuji were forced to take different paths.

C
hina’s origins in motorcycles came from the necessity to 
have mobile armed forces and military motorcycles were 
some of the first off the production lines. These days their 
focus is on domestic and export markets; the former to tran-

sition the agrarian work force from mule to motor and the latter to 
build brand recognition among the leisure and commuter markets 
abroad.
None of the restriction placed on companies in the Japanese scene 
have ever been imposed on Chinese manufactures leading to the many 
hundreds of firms that jostle for market share today.
It may be the internationally trusted Japanese models making all the 
right noises in the European and American markets where motorcy-
cle riding is more for enthusiasts and the thrill seekers but the low 
cost simplicity of Chinese bikes has made them a key tool for the 
people of poorer nations in places like South America and Africa. Even 
other Asian countries like Vietnam and Thailand have seen huge sales 
figures on Chinese motorcycles due to their competitive prices and fair 
quality.
Seeing the potential threat to their market share some of the Japanese 
makers have entered joint partnerships with bigger Chinese build-
ers in an effort to share production and profit. Honda has a deal with 
Wuyang and Sukida, mega company Jianshe have teamed up with 
Yamaha and Qingqi are involved with Suzuki. It’s only Kawasaki that 
are yet to make a deal with Chinese factories but that may not be far 
off as rumours have circulated for years about possible cooperation in 
China.
At a glance it’s evident to see that the Japanese are still the leader 
of the two nation battle but it’s only a matter of time before the 
Japanese lose their foothold in previously secure market.  

china 2 wheels
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WHO (RE ALLY ) 
MADE MY BIKE?

Where's my VIN?

Where i s  the VIN on my motorcyc le? New 

motorcycles tend to have the VIN No stamped on 

the steering neck where the fork goes through the 

frame near the headlight. A few manufacturers 

such as Harley Davidson wil l stamp the VIN 

on the side of the engine and nowhere on the 

frame. Some Honda’s have a tag riveted to the 

steering neck and on occasion the VIN will be 

stamped in the frame just below the seat. Different 

manufacturers and the age of the motorcycle 

will ultimately determine the VIN location. Most 

scooters will have a cover above the footrest below 

the glove compartment which you can remove to 

see the VIN, if you have no cover then it may be 

located near the main stand.

What is a VIN?

VIN stands for Vehicle Identification Number, and 

can be found on any motorcycle, scooter, car, van 

etc.. It not something worth memorizing however 

knowing where its etched on your vehicle is worth 

the 10 seconds it takes.

The VIN is 17 characters long and is more or 

less a code to the vehicle's background. The VIN 

contains information on the manufacture, model 

year and where it was built. In many respects, the 

VIN is the ID for your vehicle.

The VIN appears on registration documents, and 

insurance cards in some countries but if you're like 

many people those documents are somewhere 

inside box in your house. Or is it in the garage? 

So knowing where it's at on your 2- or 4-wheeler 

makes it a lot easier and saves a bit of time. When 

buying parts, using the VIN is a sure way to find 

exactly what you need and quite often a sales rep 

will ask for it.

Additionally, if you are selling or buying a used 

vehicle the VIN tells you or a prospective buyer if 

the vehicle has been in an accident, rebuilt or even 

stolen, among other information.

A lot has been written about Chinese motorcycle manufacturers rebranding most of their export models 

in reference to the failure to establish brand recognition globally but there is also another downside to 

riding a rebranded Chinese motorcycle, the fact that you generally have no idea who the OEM is! C2W in 

partnership with the UK’s biggest Chinese motorcycle dealer Llexeter brings you… 

To discover the original manufacturers of your motorcycle go to the above website and simply put your 

motorcycle’s VIN number in the search bar.

www.whomademybike.com
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 CHAT FORUM
www.mychinamoto.com

OVER 225000 users

To chat with Chinese motorcycle buyers, traders, riders, enthusiasts and 
manufacturers- and read ride reports, see new models, arrange meetings, 

find spare parts and much more go to www.mychinamoto.com C2W’s Chinese 
motorcycle forum where you can join 225000 users that are all interested in the 

Chinese motorcycle industry.
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OLD EUROPEAN AND 
AMERICAN BRANDS THAT 
CHINESE MOTORCYCLE 
MANUFACTURERS 
SHOULD REVIVE AND 
RESTORE TO FORMER 
GLORIES
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In a previous issue of C2W we reported on the trend for Chinese motor-
cycle manufacturers to investigate the possibility of reviving old and fa-
mous brands. As it is increasingly difficult for motorcycle OEM’s to avoid 
rebranding in established markets (as entering into those markets with 
their own brand name would put them in direct competition with their 
existing customers in that country) it is likely that Chinese manufactur-
ers will look to produce new brand names and what better way to do that 
than to revive an old and famous existing motorcycle brand? 

The state and ownership of some of these brands is unknown, some are 
well known and some still exist in minimal ways. Some of the brands 
mentioned here may be still being manufactured but only in small quanti-
ties and not restored to their former glories. 

Some currently revived brands have their models or at least most of their 
parts made in China but they are not what we are talking about here as 
these marques like Fantic, ATK and AJS are still owned by businesspeo-
ple and enthusiasts in their home countries.

The best idea for a revived model would be the example of Royal Enfield 
in India which has seen a huge renaissance all over the world and is set 
to come into China within the next couple of years. 

Although there are literally hundreds of now defunct motorcycle com-
pany brands which are ripe for resurrection here we will have a look at 
some of the more famous brands which are or should be available to re-
vive and develop.

By David McMullan

BSA is the marque that most probably deserves re-
viving on this list. Coming from the golden age of 
British motorcycles (along with Vincent, Triumph and 
Norton etc.) BSA was a household name for many 
years. Starting (like many motorcycle manufacturers 
including China’s first bike factory Jialing) as a mil-
itary equipment maker. Wouldn’t it be great to see a 
rejuvenated BSA Bantam on the roads of Europe and 
America again? Albeit a 4 stroke version!

Why China? If a Chinese motorcycle manufacturer 
really wants to increase their world profile there’s 
no better brand to resurrect properly than BSA

39

Levis motorcycles were manufactured by Butter-
fields of Birmingham, were for many years one of 
England’s leading marques of two-stroke motor-
cycle. Levis built two-stroke machines from 1911, 
adding a line of four-strokes in 1928, which ran to 
1941 when production ceased. The Levis was first 
made in the Norton motorcycle works and en-
joyed success in the Lightweight 250 class within 
the 1920 Isle of Man TT Junior race with a 247 cc 
machine, a feat which was repeated in the 1922 
TT Lightweight race.

Why China? Because I happen to be a friend of 
the person that owns the brand now so it would 
be easy to set this up with a Chinese manufactur-
er! 
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Laverda was a famous old high perfor-
mance Italian brand that was founded 
as long ago as 1873. During the rise 
of the Japanese manufacturers on 
the European and American markets 
Laverda struggled in the same way 
as Triumph, Norton and BSA as well 
as Italians contemporary rival Moto 
Guzzi. In 2004, the Aprilia Group was 
acquired by Piaggio who elected 
to close all activities related to the 
Laverda brand, and has publicly stat-
ed that they would be willing to sell 
the rights to the brand if an investor 
should appear. 

Why China? Chinese companies have 
already proved that they are willing 
to buy out and revive Italian brands 
(Benelli, SWM and Italjet are testimo-
ny to this). 

T h e  D o t  C y c l e  a n d 
Motor Manufactur ing 
Company were estab-
l ished by Harry Reed 
in Salford, an area of 
Manchester, England, in 
1903. By 1906 they had 
built their first motor-
cycle, using a Peugeot 
engine. Although ceas-
ing mass production in 
1932 The DOT factory 
s t i l l  ex i s t s  a t  E l l e s -
mere Street, opposite 
S t .  George’s Church 
in Hulme, Manchester, 
and the company pro-
duces and sells a range 
of spares for postwar 
machines. The DOT Mo-
torcycle Club actively 
caters for owners and 
enthusiasts, publishes 

a magazine, and attends most major classic motorcycle events.

Why China? DOT stands for ‘devoid of trouble’, that’s exactly the kind of legend that Chi-
nese companies love to use on their motto!

41
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Excelsior Motor Manufacturing 
& Supply Company was a U.S. 
motorcycle manufacturer operat-
ing in Chicago from 1907 to 1931. 
In 1912, Excelsior was the first 
motorcycle to be officially timed 
at a speed of 100 mph. The Hen-
derson Motorcycle Company be-
came a division of Excelsior when 
Schwinn purchased Henderson 
in 1917. By 1928, Excelsior was in 
third place in the U.S. motorcycle 
market behind Indian and Har-
ley-Davidson. The Great Depres-
sion convinced Schwinn to order 
Excelsior’s operations to cease in 
September 1931.

Why China? For a time Excelsior 
was one of the biggest names in 
motorcycle manufacture in the 
USA and in my opinion ‘Excelsior’ 
is a great brand name!

Velocette is another one of those 
old famous British marques which 
deserves a long overdue revival. 
Founded in 1904 and running until 
1971 Velocette produced all man-
ner of motorcycles and scooters 
in its 67 year reign including the 
Velocette MSS which was a suc-
cessful desert racer in the United 
States. The late 1960s were the 
last years of production for Veloc-
ette motorcycles, production for 
the Velocette Viper and Vogue end-
ing in 1968, “Special”, Scrambler 
and Endurance in 1969, and MSS 
Venom and Velocette Thruxton in 
1970. 

Why China? Velocette has an al-
ready built in fan club of riders and 
enthusiasts waiting for the revival 
of this popular brand. 
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The Scott Motorcycle Company was maintained 
by Scott Motors (Saltaire) Limited, Shipley, West 
Yorkshire, England and was a well-known producer 
of motorcycles and light engines for the automotive 
industry. Founded by Alfred Angas Scott in 1908 
as the Scott Engineering Company in Bradford, 
Yorkshire, Scott motorcycles were produced until 
1978. This famous old brand surely deserves a 
makeover

Why China? The Scott brand has been defunct 
since 1978 and with no current plan to revive it the 
brand could be a cheap purchase for a smaller 
Chinese company.

Puch is a manufacturing company located 
in Graz, Austria. The company was founded 
in 1899 by the industrialist Johann Puch and 
produced automobiles, bicycles, mopeds, 
and motorcycles. It was a subsidiary of the 
large Steyr-Daimler-Puch conglomerate. 
Puch produced motorcycles for many years 
and the name was sold on a few times before 
being taken by Hero in India who produced 
under the name until wrapping things up 
in 2003. It is thought that they could be 
persuaded to part with the brand name.   
 

Why China? In their later years Puch were 
quite well known for producing lower 
displacement commuter motorcycles and 
mopeds not completely unlike the models 
made in China currently.

ATK is a motorcycle and all-terrain vehicle manufacturer in Centerville, Utah, USA. ATK was 
founded by Austrian-born engineer Horst Leitner in the 1980s. The name "ATK" comes from 
Leitner's 1981 patented device to eliminate chain torque for improved handling. Known later as 
the A-Trax, Leitner originally called the device the Anti-Tension Kettenantrieb (German: chain 
drive). These days ATK concentrate their technical efforts on electric motorcycles and are 
looking for a partner to restart the traditional motorcycle manufacture. 

Why China? The ATK brand is already recognized in the United States, a buy out of this marque 
could ensure the success of a Chinese manufacturer in America. 

Aermacchi (like BSA, Jialing, Royal Enfield and 
others) has its roots in the weapons industry and 
only turned to bikes after WW2 as a way to make 
ends meet. These days, you’d think a marque 
linked to fighter planes and race bikes would 
be hot property, but after Harley-Davidson’s 
brief ownership, the name was sold to Cagiva. 
With both the MV and Aermacchi names in its 
portfolio, Cagiva opted to re-launch the former. 
So Aermacchi remains dormant.

Why China? Aermacchi has a rich history of 
Grand Prix racing and a revived machine could 
prove to be good policy for a Chinese motorcycle 
factory.
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David’s Post box
Write to Dave McMullan with all your sourcing, information 
requests, news reports and announcements

Greetings from China! Due to lack of space in the magazine caused by so many 
new features, articles and columns I have decided to run messages for sourcing in 

with my Post Box. If there is anything that you would like to be sourced from China (motorcycles, 
spare parts and accessories) or any services you need or would like to offer please send the 
details to me at the usual address and I will accommodate your request in this column.

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

Dear Mr David.

Good day... I’m Aris from the Philippines, 
please kindly message me the info of your 
distributor here in my country, I’m very 
much interested on your Loncin GP 250... 
Thank you...

Hello Aris, and thanks for the letter. I don’t 
actually know the dealerships for that 
model in the Philippines. I will contact 
Loncin and ask them to find out, then I will 
forward the information on to you.

David’s Post box
Hi David,

Do you know the dates in October for CMPF

 
Regards

Micko.

 
Michael  O’Hehir.

 
GP Wholesale.
Steve

Arrrrrgh, I don’t have the finalized dates yet. I 
will publish them in C2W when I get the abso-
lute final dates. It is definitely in Guangzhou 
though.

Ask Dave a question about the industry

Hello David,

Hello David, I’m Juan Espino and I contacted you via LinkedIn a couple of weeks ago. I read 
about you in chinamotorrider.com, really impressive how the motorcycle Chinese business 
has been developing during the last decade.
 
Thank you so much for reading these lines, I’ll try not to take too much of your valuable 
time.
 
Origin: China. 
Final Destination: Mexico City. 
Motorcycles <250cc. 
Competitive advantage, design and especial colors. 
First order rounding 70 pieces. 
Reordering 3 times a year. 
 
As you can imagine the Mexican and in general de LATAM market is becoming more and 
more competitive. Big players such as Honda, Suzuki and Italika are offering pretty goods 
products under 900 USD TAX included. 
 
We are looking for a cool design 150cc motorcycle. In order to be competitive enough and 
follow up the business trend achieving double digit growth on yearly basis, we need a 300 
USD FOB Shanghai product.
 
Please review the link below to see the kind of product we are looking for. 
 
http://cn-motorcycle.en.made-in-china.com/product/JXgQrIhlYKWV/China-monkey-3-
110cc-Gas-Mini-Sport-Motorcycle-for-Sale.html 
  
Thanks in advance for all your support, please do not hesitate to let me know any doubt. 
 
With regards
 

If anyone thinks that they can help Juan with his project please contact me and I will intro-
duce you to him. Good luck Juan and thanks for your kind words about the Chinese motor-
cycle industry.

Hello David,

I am a distributor for Suzuki motorcycles in Hawaii. I have a client in China who is import-
ing Suzuki motorcycles and some of the information I am receiving from them seems to 
be contradictory and I’m looking for some FACTS. Can you tell me what the laws are about 
importing motorcycles into China? Specifically, what are the requirements for emissions 
and ABS? Is the Chinese government only allowing the importation of motorcycles with 
ABS? and do motorcycles have to meet the same emission regulations of Europe in order 
to be homolagated into the country? 

Any information you can provide in regards to the importation of motorcycles into China 
will be greatly appreciated.

Thank you,

Ross K Montgomery
Vice President
Montgomery Motors, Ltd.
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Hi David,

How things going in China, can’t believe 
you are still there. David, I am looking 
for a 650cc Motorcycle road bike, if you 
hear of one being made in China please 
let me know. The whole country this year 
will be Lams approved, that means that 
anyone taking their first motorcycle test 
can ride up to a 650cc, so I think 250cc 
will not be as popular anymore. Have a 
great week and weekend.
Regards,
 
ALAN  LAZARUS
 
Australian  Motorcycle  Distributors
P.O.  BOX  1600  MORLEY  WA  6943
AUSTRALIA

I have been talking to Alan about this for 
years. If anyone can help out with this 
product please contact me.

David’s Post box

What’s your favourite motorcycle brand? Let us know

Hi David

This year Powersports Business moved our 
Market Data Book to a spring book, rather 
than the fall, so readers can have a more 
current picture of the previous year’s data 
(and that through Q1 2016). I’m hoping you 
can again contribute to the Market Data 
Book this year. I’ve attached the content 
you supplied last fall. If you could send an 
updated version of that content, I would ap-

preciate it. And if you have any other data 
you think would be of interest to our read-
ers, please let me know. 

Thank you,
Liz

Hello Liz, yes I would be very proud to con-
tribute to your excellent book on behalf of 
the Chinese motorcycle industry. I will send 
you an update (or maybe Sean Kerr will) as 
soon as possible.

Thanks for all your leTTers, 
ones ThaT are noT published 

here will be replied To 
personally.

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

The Englishman in China tries to answer your questions

Keep Dave happy, send him a letter!

Hi David, 

Read some of your magazines, well 
done! 
Have you already got involved into elec-
tric bike please? 

Kind regards
Frank X.
Sobowo Electric Vehicle Co.,Ltd
www.sobowo.com

Greetings Frank, C2W is a magazine for 
all of China’s powered two-wheelers so 
electric scooters and motorcycles are a 
big part of our project. As you probably 
know we also feature UTV, ATV, Tricy-
cles and other non- 2-wheers if they are 
motorcycle based.

Hi David,  

I am a blogger. With my friend we write on our 
blog motocykle-125.com.pl.
I read of course your C2W magazine, so i 
have much more information about Chinese 
motorcycles than the others.

I have read that you was involved in design of 
Fuego Motorhead Tekken, you have also test-
ed it in Tibet. 
The Tekken is offered since last week in Po-
land and i have to write for my readers a few 
words about it. 

I thought maybe you can write me a few 
words about the company, the idea? The en-
gine?

Of course the offered Tekken is a 125cc not 
250cc, because in Poland you can drive a 
125cc motorcycle with “B” driver license.

I would much appreciate you help.

Hello Beniamin, I have contacted the media 
department at Fuego and they will give you 
some good details on the bike with some high 
quality photographs. They are very pleased 
that it has been released in Poland and hope 
that you can give them an update on its pop-
ularity.

Dear David, 

Dear David, hi this is Sofia Papagiannis. We 
met at motorcycle exhibition in 2012. Do 
you remember me and my husband Chris-
tos? I hope so. Any way David, Christo, my 
son and his friend, will come to Guangzhou 
for the motorcycle parts exhibition April 15-
17.Are you are going to be there to see you? 
If you do, let us know , so we see you again. 
Also, if you want we can bring you ouzo. 
Thank you David, we waiting your reply, 
ASAP. Sofia.

Hello Sofia, of course I remember you look-
ing for exhausts. My wife and i will be at 
Canton fair for the whole show. I’ll be in the 
motorcycle section wearing my C2W t-shirt 
so anyone can recognise me!
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INDUSTRY ADVICE

I’ve recently written about the fact that more and more Chinese motorcycles manufacturers are looking to spe-

cialise in making certain models. Although most factories make a complete range of styles and models some 

companies choose to concentrate their best efforts into making one of them their signature product as with 

REGAL RAPTOR, CHINA’S 
CRUISE CONTROL

53
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Shineray (dirt-bikes and enduro), Bashan (road legal ATV’s), 

CFMoto (bigger engine sports bikes), WangQiang (cubs) 

and others.

One of these specialisers is Regal Raptor (part of the Lifeng 

group) who for years have remained the only Chinese mo-

torcycle manufacturers that specialise in American style 

motorcycle models like cruisers, bobbers and choppers us-

ing 250cc air cooled and 350cc water cooled, twin cylinder, 

4 stroke engines

Here’s a selection of Regal Raptor achievements throughout 

history

1998, Regal Raptor became the pioneer in Chopper model 

motorcycles in China

1999, Regal Raptor launched the first 250CC, two cylinders 

and water cooled engine in China

2003, Regal Raptor launched the first Cruiser model motor-

cycles in China

2009, the 800cc engine was successfully developed. This 

was the first such engine to be developed in China.

2013, David McMullan’s friend Don Hampson and his wife 

Rayko attempted and gained the Guinness world record 

for ‘a motorcycle and sidecar tour in one country.’ by riding 

26000 kilometres around China on a self-adapted Regal 
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Raptor cruiser and sidecar. They reported 

that the motorcycle was “comfortable and 

reliable throughout the tour. The only things 

that went wrong were the smaller parts and 

that was probably down to us riding the mo-

torcycle through lots of different terrains with 

terrible roads and in all sorts of weathers in-

cluding desert sun and arctic cold.”

2016, Regal Raptor look to keep on innovat-

ing and developing new models for the future 

REGAL RAPTOR, CHINA’S 
CRUISE CONTROL
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The Italian designed Zongshen ‘Dragon’ RC3 
has been successfully launched after many 
months of research, development and plan-
ning and also hundreds of thousands of dol-
lars spent to make this model one of the most 
top-end motorcycles built in the history of the 
Chongqing giant motorcycle manufacturer. 

This RC3 has a single cylinder, 4 stroke, 4 
valve, OHC, water-cooled engine which helps 
to optimize the intake and exhaust systems, 
valve timing, ignition curve, and gives the mo-
torcycle a maximum power of 18.5 kw and 

9000 rpm. 

With maximum torque of 23n-m the Zongshen 
Dragon RC3 has a top of the range electric fuel 
injection system and a 6 gear system. 

Repeated testing has shown that this model is 
exceptionally powerful for its size and runs at a 
very high standard of reliability with the built in 
balancer shaft making sure that the bike is per-
fectly balanced and devoid of excessive engine 
vibrations and noise.

56

RC3 evaluation
FURY OF THE "CORE""

APRIL    2016

Built with Zongshen Racing engineering, the Cy-
clone RC3 is engineered from the tires up as a 
true sports bike in an affordable package.

Powered with the same powerful water-cooled, 

OHC, EFI 250cc engine as in the Cyclone RX3 
wrapped in a light, strong tube frame, this bike 
will offer high quality, great styling and spirited 
performance in a value-packed package.   

ZONGSHEN VIDEO

china 2 wheels
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INDUSTRY REPORT

What better way to test a small electric 

commuter scooter than to put 100 kilos of 

prime British beef on it for a trial? David 

McMullan thought it was April fool’s day 

when we asked him to test ride the Yadea 

YD-EM151 electric scooter but being the 

gung ho mental patient that he is agreed 

to our plan. It must be said that David 

looked like a bear on a circus bicycle 

as he set off and the put the YD-EM151 

through its paces. Take it away Dave!

THE TEST RIDE
It has to be said that the YD-EM151 got off 
to a bad start as it arrived at my office. The 
delivery men had left it outside of the door 
and the scooter had been propped against 
the wall rather than put on its stand; it 
promptly fell and snapped of the left mirror, 
not a good start. Speaking of mirrors, when 
I first sat on the scooter to adjust the re-
maining mirror for my line of sight I discov-
ered that there was no position in which I 
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      TEST RIDING THE  
YD-EM151 ELECTRIC SCOOTER

could comfortably see the road behind 
other than bending down to ride it like 
a sports bike (which no one’s going to 
do on an electric scooter). I was too 
tall for the mirror, my fault, not Yadea’s; 
we have to remember that this scooter 
is not built for a 6 feet 2, 100 kilo gen-
tleman. 

The brakes both have 6 adjustment 
settings so you can change them 

to your own comfort zones, I like my 
brakes tight but I imagine it won’t make 
that much difference on a low-powered 
scooter. I set them tight anyway and 
muse that this is a useful feature of the 
scooter.

The YD-EM151 has three buttons which 
light up a row of lights on the handle-
bars. The purpose of these is to set the 
speed mode that you require but in all 
honestly it doesn’t seem to make that 
much difference. 

Brake system(front/rear): 

Max.Speed(km/h): 

Range distance per charge(km):

Motorpower(W):

Battery type:                  

Recharge cycles:

Charging duration time:

Tyre size:

 Disc/Drum brake

 45km/h

 50km

 1500W 

 60V20Ah Lead-acid battery                  

 300-500 times

 6-8h

 3.00-10
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INDUSTRY REPORT

near to my office is a stretch of mo-
torway that is yet to open to traffic 
so it’s perfect for testing and gives 
me a chance to open up the scooter. 
She quickly accelerates up to 28 kph 
but stays there even with the throttle 
back. I flick around with the coloured 
buttons but they don’t seem to make 
a difference and I’m resolved to the 
fact that this little beast of burden has 
no chance of carrying my fat arse at 
any kind of rate. The YD-EM151 runs 
extremely smoothly though and the 
scooter itself its very comfortable.  

As I turn off the motorway onto a slip 
road I stop for traffic, when I restart 
something miraculous happens, now 
with the throttle back the scooter 
warps up to 40 kph! Why? It’s as if 
it has a mind of its own like ‘Herbie.’ 
Now I decide to take her on the more 
difficult and terrifying terrain that is 
Chinese back roads!!

It’s always the same when you ride a 
scooter on Chinese back roads, you 
get the feeling that the wheels are 
far too small for the terrain, and they 
are. I slow right down for this test and 
although I’m tempted to put my legs 
out at the side like a kid riding his 
BMX down a hill I’m okay and survive 
but with each bump I’m feeling that I 
am shortening the scooter’s life by a 
month. It’s really not designed for this 
treatment and nor am, if I wanted an 
off-road test I would have asked Sean 
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Kerr to do it!

The scooter and I finally make it to the safer 
terrain of the high road and the scooter de-
cides that it doesn’t want to exceed 28 kph 
again. In all honesty I don’t feel safe enough 
in this traffic as there is no acceleration to take 
me away from any possible danger. Also, I 
have to slow right down when cornering be-
cause there is not enough power for me to 
lean into the turn, this, I feel, also leaves me 
vulnerable.

CONCLUSION-

In all honesty this scooter is not designed 
to carry a fat lump like me around so I was 
incredibly impressed with its performance 
considering. It’s quite clear that this would 
be a smooth and comfortable ride for a 
lady wishing to pop down the shops in Am-
sterdam (or any other city with good road 
surfaces). I really gave the scooter a good 
test and we still have it and use it every day 

(I take my daughter to the local school on 
it, pick up the shopping, load the storage 
room under the seat with beer etc.)

It has a nice modern design and the 
paintwork is top quality. This scooter is 
certified for Europe and America and I’m 
sure there will be plenty of mums snap-
ping this cool little vehicle up.

china 2 wheels

   TEST RIDING THE  
YD-EM151 ELECTRIC SCOOTER
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As the Chinese motorcycle industry evolves it becomes more interesting for foreign 
manufacturers. Over the last 5 years David McMullan and his team of experts 
have helped many international motorcycle related companies with their 
entry in to the Chinese industry. From legendary motorcycle industry 
household names to small family businesses all over the world the 
C2W consultation team has successfully advised them and intro-

duced many international products in to China.
Equally, the C2W consultation team has also helped the 
biggest Chinese motorcycle companies with foreign 
joint venture partnerships and quality parts sourcing. 

C2W also acts as media and marketing directors for 
the China International Motorcycle Trade Exhi-
bition (CIMAmotor), the China Motorcycle 
Parts Fair (CMPF), Subcon China and 

the Electric Bike Expo.

Whether it’s parts, accessories, 
software or fully built 2-wheel-
ers we have the best expe-
rience in the Chinese 

business. 

To find out how the C2W consultation team can 
help you email David McMullan at 

englishmaninchina@gmail.com

What bike would you like to see made? Tell us

C2W CONSULTATION TEAM
china 2 wheels
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Jiangsu e-cycle manufacturer Yadea Technolo-
gy Group revealed its latest electric scooter, the 
Z3 recently, with the goal of taking a bite on the 
expanding market.

During the launch, Yadea also unveiled a 
100-testing-drive project that will provide 100 
Z3 units for selected media and trials to gather 
comments and feedback.
The latest Z3 e-scooter is powered by recharge-
able lithium batteries from Panasonic and uses 
similar energy systems to that which powers 
Tesla Motors. Xue Bo, Yadea’s Product Centre 
director, said that unlike the traditional e-scooter, 
the Z3 has the ability to connect drivers’ smart-
phone through a mobile application and perform 
tasks such as navigation, lock-up, status review, 
theft-alarm, and headlamp colour adaptation. 

Xue added that the scooter is equipped 
with a flash charging technology that per-
mits batteries to fully charge in just two 
hours with a range distance of 120 kilom-
eters per charge.

The Yadea Technology Group was found-
ed in 2001 at Jiangsu’s Wuxi city. It is 
a modern manufacturing company with 
products ranging from electric scooters to 
electric tricycles, electric bikes, and oth-
er special vehicles. With posted annual 
sales of more than 3 million units at 7.2 
billion Yuan ($1.1 billion), the company is 
growing and evolving and has establish 
research and development centres across 
Guangdong, Jiangsu, Tianjin and Zhe-
jiang provinces.
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As of 2015, the company has established 
1,700 distributing dealer centres in China 
and Yadea products are currently being 
exported to nearly 70 countries including 
Germany, Italy and the United States.
Yadea also boasts of 124 national patents 
and teams up with international firms and 
specialists including Italy-based designer 

Stefano Giovannoni, German chemical 
paint company BASF and American mo-
torcycles manufacturer Lightning Motor-
cycle to bring in developed technologies 
that are helpful in building the brand 
which has passed the certificates of con-
formity for European and American ex-
port.

china 2 wheels

          TECHNOLOGY LAUNCHES  
SMART E-SCOOTER
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SCOOTER 
WORLD

Mark Fawcett continues his motorcycle fact finding tour of Asia

I grew up in the prairies of central Canada. Farms, gravel 

roads, pickup trucks. I was the first person in my family 

to own a motorcycle and I bought my first when I was 37. 

It was a small bike, only 750cc.

This thought occurred to me when I was in Vietnam. I 

commented to Patrick Joynt of Saigon Scooter Centre 

about how many people, young and old, women and 

men were riding scooters in Saigon. He matter of fact-

ly replied: “Mark, they (everyone in Vietnam) grew up 

on scooters so it is natural that they will have their own 

when they reach adulthood.” He is exactly right. Saigon 

(also known as Ho Chi Minh City) has 5M scooters reg-

istered and Pat believes that you can safely add another 

1M unregistered on the roads. In a city of 8.5M+ people 

that makes scooters by far the number one 

mode of transportation. He has a very cool 

shop that reconditions and sells vintage scoot-

ers. Check him out if you find yourself in Sai-

gon: www.saigonscootercentre.com

My company KMS is presently analysing how 

we will enter China, India, Thailand, Vietnam 

and Indonesia among other places in SE Asia 

and I have personally been visiting these coun-

tries in order to better understand how the 

local people use their motorcycles and smart-

phones in general.

In my most recent article I detailed the time 

spent in China and India, so this article will fo-

cus on Thailand, Vietnam and Indonesia.

Bangkok, Thailand is a scooter city. (Motor-

cycles is a catch all term I use to indicate any 

two wheeler with a motor.) Motorcycles with 

pass through seating, under seat storage and 

twist and go CVT are what people ride in Thai-

land as well as Vietnam and Indonesia. I will 

interchange the words scooter and motorcycle 

throughout this report but want to be clear for 

all western readers that we are talking mainly 

about 125 - 150cc scooters in these 3 counties.

While in Thailand I read a news report that 

Uber was launching a mototaxi version in 

Bangkok as a test. I found this interesting as 

I can confirm first-hand that you would have 

to try to find a street corner or entrance/exit 

to any metro/mall/hotel that DID NOT have at 

least 4 or 5 mototaxis* waiting to take passen-

gers on trips. *Mototaxis are also scooters.

Uber must feel there remains a need still un-

fulfilled, so let’s see how it works out. The best 

news for KMS is that this Uber news confirms 

the number 2 most important requirement 

for our own app in the Thai market. Plenty of 

smartphones!

Interesting observation regarding scooter 

use the further you get away from the big 

city. Long term tourists all have scoot-

ers. I traveled to the east coast of the 

Bangkok Bay about 145 km from the city to a 
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small beach town called Jomtien Beach near a city called Pattaya. The city is chock 

full of Russian and Eastern European folks escaping the cold climates. It is a laid 

back place with slow moving traffic and signs more often in Thai/Russian than Thai/

English. It was quite a sight to see so many foreigners whizzing past on their scoot-

ers. Back home I am willing to bet that not one of these folks has a scooter, and it is 

probably next to impossible to even purchase a scooter in their home countries.

In Vietnam I experienced something that was unlike I had experienced so far 

during my travels. So many women riding scooters. To be 100% clear, I have no 

preconceptions about gender and motorcycles, none whatsoever. It was just so 

overwhelming both the quantity of scooters and the number of petite Vietnam-

ese woman expertly navigating the traffic congestion.

Given that Saigon lacks a mass rapid transit system (only buses) I can report that 

traffic is steady and flowing even without mass rapid transit (MRT). I would contrast 

that with Bangkok traffic and its ten-

dency to jam, or bottleneck, much more 

frequently (yes it is larger, but it does 

have a new, good quality MRT). I think it 

is only fair to say that cars are the cause 

of traffic jams on the roads there, not 

motorcycles.

One thing I noticed in all these countries was the lack 

of any brand of Chinese scooter. Lots of Honda (really 

a lot!) a good amount of Yamaha and some Taiwan 

brands, but no Chinese nor Indian brands.

Let’s imagine a Chinese manufacturer came out with 

a 125cc scooter to compete with Honda and Yamaha 

in these scooter-centric countries. Why is no one do-

ing it this very minute? Is there a barrier to entry? Are 

there design hurdles that cannot be overcome? Why has a Chi-

nese or Indian manufacturer not committed to building a mar-

ket leading 125cc scooter based on modern (or retro) styling 

and an inexpensive but efficient engine with a fantastic price 

point?

Scooters have KMS app intrigued. Motorcycles are 

a natural “tribe”. Tribe in the sense that there are 

commonalities between riders in terms of lifestyles, 

daily challenges, maintenance, the joy of riding and 

the pride of ownership. Motorcycles of all sizes share this tribe 

mentality. There are regional differences say between USA 

and the riders that attend the famous Sturgis Rally each year 

in South Dakota and daily commuters in Saigon. Most bikes at 

Sturgis are of the big bore cruiser variety, not 125-150cc scoot-

ers. The reverse is true in many of these SE Asian countries. 

Groups of riders joining other groups to share their passion for 

2 wheels, or just get to work in a reasonable amount of time.

This tribe mentality was on display when I was using the fast 

growing mototaxi app GoJek in Jakarta. The day I arrived the 

taxi unions had huge protests about the rise of these various 

taxi applications like Uber and its Asian rivals Grab taxi and 

Easy taxi as well as GoJek. Change can be painful to those who 

rely on monopolies.

I can report the GoJek experience was a very efficient process 

overall. The drivers ride safely, but unfortunately they tend 

to drop you in spots that are not 100% correct and I wound 

up walking on average 500m in order to get to my requested destination. Why they do this I do not know. The 

buildings in many of these asian countries lack clear number markings and therefore you must trust that the 

driver has dropped you at the right spot. They do come close, but I never have a driver stop right in front of my 

requested destination. You are required to enter the destination address in the app, so they do have all the de-

tails. I found it somewhat strange and it happened every time, but I digress.

The GoJek drivers, when stopped at a red light often chatted with the driver next to them. What they said I can-

not report as my Bahasa Indonesian is nonexistent. It would happen again and again though with what seemed 

to be random people on other scooters.

There are almost 30M people in Jakarta so realistically it is impossible that they just happened to see personal 

friends at every red light! 

KMS app is building on that common bond to become a part of the rider’s lifestyle, a part of their daily connec-

tion with their ride, a part of their tribe.

china 2 wheels
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On April 23, 2016, the new factory of Chongqing KINGTON LIYANG 
motorcycle manufacturing co., LTD located in the Phoenix Lake in-
dustrial park, Yongchuan district, Chongqing will be officially unveiled. 
At the same time, the company will launch a new brand motorcycle 
brand named “Andes” emerging a new image at home and abroad.

As one of the earliest established motorcycle manufacturers in 
Chongqing, Kington Liyang had gone through several ups and downs 
on its way to success; finally it was merged with the Chongqing An-
des mechanical and electrical trade company in 2011. After this ac-
quisition, business began to develop steadily. 

In the past five years, combined with overseas design organizations, 
Kington Liyang has launched more than 10 models with independent 
intellectual property rights all of which have achieved remarkable 
market returns. The company became one of the major suppliers in 
the central and South America countries motorcycle markets with all 
models selling well in more than 40 countries and regions globally. 
The annual exports figures show that more than 150000 vehicles are 
exported per year. In addition to that, they have built a new factory 
with first-class motorcycle technology research and development 

centres in china. The curved girder 
vehicle series have been favoured by 
both Chinese and foreign customers. 
The year of 2016 will serve as a mile-
stone in the company’s history and the 
unveiling of the new factory in Yongch-
uan will bring new and better times for 
Kington Liyang! 

 LOOKING AT ANDES 
MOTORCYCLES AND A 
NEW FACTORY
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By Adriel Torres and David McMullan in Catalonia for C2W
For the Chinese motorcycle industry by far the 

most impor tant and cooperat ive hub for the 

in Spain is the ‘Catalan Cluster’ in Catalonia. 

Manufacturing in this cluster represents nearly 

every aspect of motorcycle technology and acces-

sories and is known for the high quality of its 

products. 

The permanent  exh ib i t ion a t  the Barce lona 

Motorcycle Museum is dedicated to the history 

of the motorbike in Catalonia, to Catalan bikes, 

and specially, to all those pioneers which set up 

the foundation of one of the most brilliant indus-

tries in this country and who also managed to 

plant the seed to create the love for the world of 

motorcycling which still goes on nowadays.

Because, apart from the most famous names 

which were internationally recognized such as 

Montesa, Bultaco, OSSA or Derbi, not everyone is 

aware that some hundred and fifty different motor-

cycle manufacturers have operated in Catalonia. 

Big and small factories, most of them launched 

by courageous entrepreneurs who, in very diffi-

THE CATALAN CLUSTER OF AUTOMOTIVE 
MANUFACTURERS HAS CLOSE TIES WITH 
THE CHINESE MOTORCYCLE INDUSTRY; 
HERE DAVID McMULLAN INTRODUCES YOU 

TO THE MAIN PLAYERS
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cult times and with reduced tools and possi-

bilities, managed to convert their dreams into 

real motorbikes.

Find out the history of the Catalan motorbike 

from 1905 until 2010 through a selection of 40 

models which best represent the main brands 

by clicking on the Catalonia Cluster museum 

link 

Motorcycle parts and accessories 
manufacturers from the Catalan 
c luster  have been enhancing 
Chinese motorcycles since the 
beginnings of the Chinese motor-
cycle industry including main-
taining a presence at CIMAmotor 
expo.  Here are a few of them

JJUAN
JJuan Brake Systems is always positive about 

China and CIMAmotor “we exhibit every year 

http://www.museumoto.com/en/
barcelona/expo/ 

at CIMAmotor, we were the first foreign motor-

cycle technology company to do so and it’s 

given us a huge advantage in the market. 5 

years ago Chinese companies just looked at us 

like we were a producer of ‘luxury’ products but 

now it’s different, we have become an essen-

tial part of the Chinese motorcycle manufac-

turing industry’s infrastructure. We collaborate 

with all the top companies and are now look-

ing to expand our influence to the many middle-

sized motorcycle manufacturers that now need 

to upgrade their brake systems in line with 

international expectations. It is in large part due 

to our persistent marketing campaigns like this 

one that we have established ourselves as the 

number one international brake system company 

in China.”

IXIL
Ixil silencers have something in common with 

JJuan and Shad in that they all belong to the 

huge motorcycle industry cluster in Barcelona, 

Catalonia.  General Manager Enric Llevadot 

Po r t a  c om m e n te d  “a l t hou g h u p g r a d e s  i n 

exhausts are not yet a factor in the same way 

as they are for brakes and EFI (with regard to 

the changing world laws and the export manu-

facturers need to meet those laws) we are find-

ing that there is a fast growing interest in our 

products from the bigger Chinese motorcy-

cle manufacturers who have the ambition to 

compete on motorcycle markets that demand 

more quality. We are looking to become the top 

international brand in China and everything is 

going very much to plan.”

SHAD
Pa u X i c o l a  S e r r a n o  G e n e r a l  M a n a g e r  o f 

motorcycle storage box manufacturer Shad 

commented “the Chinese are now getting in 

to motorcycle touring in a big way, also their 

commuter bikes are of a higher quality than 

in the past so they are requiring boxes of the 

best quality. Of course there are many motor-

cycle storage box producers in China but Shad 

has become a market leader as Chinese riders 

are changing their view on consumption and are 

now choosing to buy goods of a greater qual-

ity rather than the cheap but practical stuff of 

the past, in many cases Chinese consumers 

are now asking for Shad by name and we have 

been getting many inquiries from motorcycle 

accessory distributors throughout China.”

YASUNI
Yasuni Exhausts was founded with the aim 

of offering products designed to improve the 

performance of both urban and racing motor-

cycles.  The technological development has 

allowed them to achieve better times, offering 

pioneering solutions. The specific actions led by 

their R+D+I Department have enabled them to 

win many championships at a worldwide level 

such as: 2011      Alex Rins, Spanish Champion 

125cc GP Jérez Circuit, 2009      Julián Simón, 

World Champion 125cc GP Austral ia ,  2006      

Alvaro Bautista, World Champion 125cc GP 

Australia. Yasuni strategic vision is to guarantee 

china 2 wheels
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Chinese motorcycle and scooter users integrated 

solutions with mobile devices, to enhance the 

driving and riding experience, embedding indus-

trial technology along with electronic and software 

development.

GALFER
Galfer is a leading manufacturer of friction mate-

rials and components for braking systems for the 

automobile, motorcycling, and bicycle sectors. 

Since our company was founded in 1952, we have 

been known for being at the forefront of inno-

vation, quality and organization. Today we link 

our experience and tradition to new technologies, 

cutting-edge materials and the most advanced 

management systems. To stay at the forefront 

of the market and to get to know in depth the 

needs for the industry, the R&D department at 

GALFER works closely with top-level competi-

tion teams. All our products are strictly tested 

for quality to guarantee its safety. We are so 

committed with quality regulations that our quality 

controls exceed the ECE R-90 standards neces-

sary for new Chinese motorcycles.

FACTORIES
It is worth mentioning (maybe essential to mention 

in the context of this article) that many of the 

Catalonian international companies represented at 

CIMAmotor have production plants established in 

China. Despite having a manufacturing presence in 

China for many years it is only relatively recently 

that most of these European manufacturers have 

actually marketed these Chinese made prod-

ucts to the Chinese industry itself. Inaki Leopold 

commented “it is a bit ironic I suppose, but for 

many years the Chinese workers were making 

these products, in China, for European companies 

without the Chinese industry needing to purchase 

the parts themselves. It’s all changed now of 

course, but although we manufacture in China we 

still maintain the levels of quality that the world 

has become used to from a European manufac-

turer. “
china 2 wheels
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Chinese motorcycle products are improving at 

a high rate to almost universal acclaim from 

international motorcycle magazines. For many 

years China was renowned for manufacturing 

cheap ‘throw away’ powered 2 wheelers for 

3rd world countries, it seems that now this 

has all changed. Chinese industry analyst and 

historian Winston Guo remembers “it was the 

philosophy of Chinese manufacturers to make 

money FAST! Quick bucks were what they 

were all about and they had sales networks 

in the markets to do that. This business 

model was not the negative experience that it 

suggests, as affordable motorcycles allowed 

impoverished workers/ land owners in devel-

oping nations to become mechanised thus 

enabling them to increase their productivity. 

These countries also had a DIY attitude to 

their bikes which meant that the after-sales 

supply chain wasn’t as important as it would 

be with developed countries.”

One of the main reasons for China’s kick up 

the backside quality wise is the introduction 

of Indian brands on traditionally safe Chinese 

markets, particularly those in Latin America. 

C2W Latin American correspondent Fabricio 

Lacabanne informs us“the Indian industry is 

capitalising on the groundwork originally laid 

down by the Chinese. It was Chinese motor-

cycles that first enabled agricultural work-

ers to mechanise and extend their profit 

margins, now with a bit of extra disposable 

income the same people who created China’s 

mini-monopoly are helping to destroy it by 

opting to buy 2-wheelers with a step-up in 

quality, namely Indian brands. Indian brands 

are st i l l  more expensive than Chinese 

brands but have a reputation for better 

quality. Not as good as the Japanese, but 

better than the Chinese. It also helps that 

India does not go in for universal rebrand-

ing of their products with brands such as 

Hero, Bajaj and TSV becoming renowned for 

their professionalism and value for money. 

This has caused the Chinese to rethink 

their strategies and improve quality as well 

as up-grade their after-market philosophy 

and at the moment they are regaining the 

ground that they had once lost.”

Another big reason for China’s indus-

try rethink has been the downturn of its 

domestic market. The Chinese government 

has banned the use of motorcycles (but not 

electric scooters and bicycles) in almost all 

of China’s urban centres (the notable excep-

tion being Chongqing). This has naturally 

led to a huge drop in domestic sales (the 

drop numbering in the millions) and has 

caused many companies to restructure their 

campaigns to foreign shores. This big move 

to increase export has encouraged Chinese 

manufacturers to enter markets that they 

would once have not paid much interest to; 

of course this has meant that they have 

SUBSTANTIAL LEAPS MADE IN CHINESE 
MOTORCYCLE QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
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had to spend money on research and development and design. 

Chinese motorcycles are already gaining plaudits on western markets, with Britain’s 

Llexeter (vendor of the Lexmoto and Pulse brands) having been voted ‘Scooter 

franchise of the year’ in the UK.  Daniel Frost told us “10 years ago they would 

have laughed at the suggestion of a Chinese brand being competitive against 

its European and Japanese rivals. 5 years ago they could feel that times were 

changing and many forecasted a change of dominance in the industry. Last year 

Lexmoto became the first Chinese bike brand to take the Scooter Franchise of the 

year award.”

Frank White is the CEO of American motorcycle company ATK. ATK motorcycles 

were founded in the early 1980’s and have enjoyed 

a reputation for quality and style since then and 

they have retained close ties with Chinese compa-

nies. Frank White says “I am aware of the prob-

lems facing Chinese motorcycle companies wish-

ing to compete on the American market and have 

devised a solution. First of all it is important to 

state that America is now ready for commuter 

bikes from China where as in the past it has 

not been due to quality issues. There is a large 

generation of young people growing up who will 

have no loyalty to American or Japanese brands 

and Chinese motorcycles now have enough qual-

ity to compete with other brands on the American 

market.”

One of the biggest blockages to Chinese motor-

cycle quality development has been the lack of 

brand awareness due to rebranding; this has also 

started to change. One of China’s most forward 

thinking motorcycle manufacturers is CF Moto, 

producer of the first Chinese bike to run at any 

level in the Isle of Man TT. CF Moto now refuses 

to rebrand in certain countries, instead building 

their reputation as leaders in technological devel-

opment under their own brand name. CF Moto 

dedicates 25% of its 1300 strong work force to 

progressive research and development, a model 

that’s being followed by other Chinese manufac-

turers in an effort to maintain parity in the export 

market. The crowning result of CF Moto’s efforts 

is the CFMoto 650 NK street motorcycle which has 

received rave reviews in global motorcycle publica-

tions.

Chinese motorcycles cannot yet be compared in 

quality to their European and Japanese cousins; 

they do now, however, provide exceptional value 

for money and are making great leaps to improve 

their quality and reputation.  
china 2 wheels



Work with a freight forwarder based 
in China

This is by far the most popular option 
for businesses importing Chinese 
motorcycles and can be arranged by 
your Chinese motorcycle manufac-
turer or agent. 
The advantage is speed. There is 
no need for an account manager, 
based in the importing country, 
to ask questions to his agent in 
Chongqing (for example) and to 
wait for a response. But the prob-
lem of the extra expense (on top for 
the agent in the importing country) is 
still present.

Work with a freight forwarder on 
each side

This option is to be in direct contact with 
each party. For example, a Cape Town im-
porter will be in touch with a forwarder in 
Cape Town, another one in Ningbo, and so 
on (depending on the provenance of the 
goods). These agents are put in contact on 
a per project basis, and it generally works 
fine — they are used to cooperating this way. 
This is probably the right choice for importers 
that want to keep costs down and it allows 
for a higher degree of control, too. You can 
see who will be processing your shipments 
which is pretty important.

Work 
with a 
freight for-
warder in your 
country

This is what most importers do, 
it seems. It is the most convenient option, 

SHIPPING MOTORCYCLES FROM 
CHINA TO YOUR COUNTRY
An intrinsic part of getting your motorcycles 
and other vehicles (or in fact, any products) 
from China is the shipping and freight. 
Different companies have different 
methods of organizing their logistics; 
here C2W presents the lowdown on 
getting the products to your door.

provided 
the importer 

has direct ac-
cess to an account 

manager.

Be careful who you work with. 
What often happens with large forwarders 

such as DHL is that the buyer doesn’t 
have access to an account manager. So 

what happens is this: small importers 
try to work with a forwarder of the right 

size, who cares about their business. 
But these small forwarders don’t al-
ways have their own office in China. 
They usually work with local agents, 
and add their margin on top of that 

agent’s fee. So this is not the cheapest 
option.

Do it all internally

I have only seen big or very experienced 
motorcycle companies follow this strate-

gy. They book space directly with shipping 
lines, airlines, trucking companies… and 

they manage Customs declarations on both 
sides (the exporting and the importing coun-

tries). I don’t think this is a viable option for 
small and medium sized enterprises.

Insurance

in the 14 years I have been in China I have 
personally known of 2 container ships full 

of motorcycles lost on the journey from 
Chongqing to Shanghai (thankfully only the 

products were lost and not human lives). 
Insurance is normally around 0.4% of total 
goods value and covers you for all kinds of 

damage.

china 2 wheels
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CHINA VERSUS INDIA, AN 
AMERICAN PERSPECTIVE

Royal Enfield in the USA…. Big Problems!
By Doug Stabler in California

Do you know Royal Enfield?  It began as a British 
company building guns and cannons for their military 
in 1890.  In 1901,   they built their first motorcycle.  In 
roughly 1958, they opened a new motorcycle factory 
in India trying to expand the brand, and keep costs 
down.  Their bikes try and keep a styling that has an 
older, nostalgic look.  Like something your granddad 
would have driven, but with a few not so noticeable 

updates.

    I own a Chinese Only motorcycle dealership in 
Sacramento CA, and thought I may try my luck selling 
something other than Chinese.  I had never sold 
products from India, and thought it would be worth a 
shot.

    

Around August 17th, 2015 I received a letter stating the current distributor (Classic Motorworks) for 
Royal Enfield will no longer be our USA distributor and that the Factory from India is setting up its 
own distributorship for USA dealers called RENA. Our dealership will no longer be licensed to sell the 
vehicles as of December 31st, 2015.

    I began digging and trying to find new names and contacts for the new factory distribution to learn 
more about what this means for our dealership, and our future with the Royal Enfield brand. I was sent 
an e-mail by the new company RENA that was horribly insulting, abrasive, and basically said we are not 
worthy of continuing to sell their famous Indian brand.

    January 4th,  I sent in my official letter of our dealership no longer wanting to sell the products, and 
that by California DMV Law they need to come pick up the un-sellable bikes within 90 days and bring us 
a check for them. RENA’s answer was simply…. OK, and we will come get them soon. 

    About the same time, I decided that I would begin contacting other Royal Enfield dealerships around 
the country and see if they too had the same slow sales we did, and rudeness from the new company. 
To my surprise, I received 10-15 e-mails back from other dealership owners saying they too were done 
with the brand. They told me stories that were very similar to my own.  Many even said they had hard 

china 2 wheels

    I did some online research on the brand in the USA, and how they were 
doing.  Everywhere I looked,   I saw information showing that their sales 
were doubling each year.  This of course caught my attention.  I made my 
phone calls, filled out their company application, and became a dealer.  
This is where it all began to show it’s truths to me.

    1 Year down the path of selling the Royal Enfield line, I began to notice 
sales were very slow,  1 motorcycle per month, if we were lucky. The bikes 
were displayed right as customers would walk through the front doors, 
and the question was most of the time…..  “What is a Royal Enfield”?  No 
one knew what the brand was. Even though the brand had been around 
since 1901, and Royal Enfield told reporters that sales were going straight 
up each year. They made up sales charts, and graphs that showed sales 

doubling every year in the USA. It was hard to believe national sales were 
that good, my Dealership sure didn’t see any of that fantastic growth.  

    

I would often call Royal Enfield to see if a specific motorcycle, and or 
colour was in stock, and most often the answer is…. “Sorry, out of stock”. 
They claimed it was because that model sold really well. If that was the 
case then why did Royal Enfield just build and import more of the popular 
models? I began to think something was wrong. So, big problem, they 
have no inventory of popular colours and models. How am I supposed to 
sell something I don’t have? 
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2015 or there will be penalties. We also have to tie up $150,000 
of our credit with GE Motor Credit to floor all future bikes, even 
though we have the cash to pay for them. Why would I want 
to use credit when I have cash, and pay interest? They said…. 
This is just the new rules. So, I again said….. “No Thanks… 
and come pick up your old bikes”. 

    

The next month, I get an e-mail asking if I would take a check 
for $1500 each motorcycle if I would keep them. At this point 
I had 2 bikes still in inventory and decided to take the deal.  
Within days, I lowered the prices, and sold the bikes. I feel 
the bikes are way over priced for what they are, and selling 
for way under dealer cost is the only way to actually move 
the vehicles.  The USA bikes sell for roughly double of what 
they sell for in India $5000-6000 in the USA and $2000-3000 
in India. Savvy American shoppers know this fact, and feel 
buying them in the USA at these high prices are a bad deal. 

    

At the beginning of March, I received an email from another 
dealer that was also giving his notice to the new company 
RENA that his dealership was also done with the brand. He 
told me that they were telling him that they will only have 2015 
year bikes in 2016 for his dealership, until all 2015 inventory 
is gone…. And he must pay full price. He also has to tie up 
credit, pay interest to GE and take automatic shipments every 
time a bike sells. So he said…. “No Thanks”.

    So far, we cannot find any other dealerships for Royal 
Enfield anywhere in California. Many customers have come in 
our dealership the last few months asking about sales, parts 
and service…..  But unfortunately we can’t help them. The 
customers come in telling us there is nowhere to buy them, or 
fix them now. 

    

Today, if anyone goes to the Royal Enfield USA website and 
clicks on the button for locating a dealership….  It has nothing.  
It just says…. “At this time, please direct any Sales, Warranty, 
or Service Inquiries to the Royal Enfield North America 
Customer Service”…. with no phone number to call or places 
to take your motorcycles. They only give an e-mail. The funny 
thing is that I think they wanted to make the email look like “U.S. 
Customer Service @ Royal Enfield.com….  But it looks like 
U.Suck Customer Service at first glance instead.

    My prediction is: Within the next 12-18 months the Royal 
Enfield factory back in India will begin to see what this new 
team they assembled in the USA is doing with sales and 
profits.  When they see how horribly things have been run,  
how old dealerships have mostly all angrily quit, how they have 
almost NO new or existing dealerships to sell their products 
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times getting parts, and the bikes were breaking down all the time.  I 
did not get 1 e-mail from anyone that was going to stay a Royal Enfield 
dealer, or with positive things to say about the new company or product.  
Not even 1. 

    When I began asking about sales going back in time….   Did any of 
the other dealers see big jumps in sales like the factory told the media 
and magazines? Did they see 100% increases in sales from last year to 
the current year? Were there sales increases from any year to any year?  
NO, was always the answer. So where did the online articles and factory 
numbers come from that showed this huge increase in sales? It was 
clearly not happening now or at any time that I could find. In fact 2016 will 
probably see a huge decrease in US sales with the change to the new 
rude administration, super tough new unrealistic sales rules and angry 
dealerships leaving the network. 

   

Early this year, I was called by the new company RENA, with a new 
attitude basically asking me to stay a dealer. I asked what they were 
planning to help increase future sales. They had no answer.  They then 
began telling me that we must sell 3 times more motorcycles in 2016 than 
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and how profits have gone down to almost nothing…. They will 
fire the entire RENA team and pull out of the USA completely. 
India has a long, long way to go to learn how to run things in 
the USA. 

My Belief is: The old company Classic Motorworks that sold 
Royal Enfields for approx 15 years was doing fine. They could 
have used a bit more Factory support, and money… and things 
would have gone up eventually. I believe the factory should 
have put on a huge national advertising campaign to make the 
American public more aware of the brand. Unfortunately, it’s 
too late for that now. It looks like the USA branch is crashing 
and burning.

    I have been in talks with another company from India that 
wanted to bring their products to the USA. They have been 
making promises to have USA & California approvals for over 3 
years now. They still have absolutely nothing. I am beginning to 
see a pattern with Indian vehicles and their management that 
I don’t like, and cannot work with. I believe I would have better 
results working with a staff of drunken monkeys. 

For me, I am staying exclusively with my Chinese brands and 
I am done with Indian products.  We sell roughly 2000 new 
Chinese vehicles per year and we love the relationships we 
have with our Chinese brothers. I go as often as I can to China 
and visit the factories. We meet with our partners there, have 
some fantastic authentic Chinese food, see some beautiful 
Chinese countryside, do some shopping and soak up the rich 
culture. 1 more positive thing I can say about China vs. India is 
that I always feel respected and safe while in China. 

We are soon to begin our expansion of dealerships across the 
USA, so this makes the decision of what we will be selling in all 
our dealerships much easier. Chinese Only!!!
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VIDEO CHANNEL

Chinese motorcycle videos, test rides, 
factory tours and maintenance advice

www.chinesemotorcyclemagazine.com

Videos of Chinese motorcycles are spread out all over YouTube and sometimes it’s difficult to search 
for specific Chinese brand test rides because most exported Chinese motorcycles are rebranded. To 
try to help you find the videos you are looking for C2W has set up a website on which you can choose 

the category you need (Loncin, Keeway, Zongshen, Shineray etc.) and view the videos directly.

The website also has videos of Chinese factory tours and maintenance tips and advice. To view 
this video service click on the link below

china 2 wheels
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GET IT RIGHT!

Sean Kerr replies to some of the bullsh** 
and some of the good comments about 
Chinese motorcycles on social media

This month for our segment on social media 
comments the remarks featured are from a YouTube 
video entitled “Chinese Motorcycle One Year On” 
which is posted by user rickylittle. This short video 
features the user discussing his thoughts on his 
Chinese motorcycle after one year of ownership and 
everyday usage. He makes several interesting points 
including the storage method he uses – it sits outside 
in all weather and is not covered, the comfort of the 
bike compared to some others he has experienced 
and the quality of the finish which has remained 

looking good after a whole year of braving poor UK 
weather.
As usual these comments are quoted verbatim and 
the only editing done is added punctuation and 
corrected grammar to make it easier to read where 
necessary, because for some reason the internet 
turns the English skills of a lot of users into that of a 
5 year old child. 
First up the start of what is, surprisingly, a positive 
set of comments:
“Looked at the Sinnis bikes and I think they’re very 
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good, same with LEXMOTO, they improve year by year.”
Commenter Graham Calvert remarks on the improvement of Chinese bikes over the years 
as the technology improves and the reputation of Chinese bikes being useless fades into 
the past. With the global success of Chinese motorcycles as functional products the big 
names on the scene have reinvested large chunks of their profits into development and 
improved designs preferring to move away from the complete copies of Japanese models 

and constructing their own bikes from the 
ground up.
Graham Calvert also had this to say:
“Didn't Japanese bikes have same said 
about them in the 70's?”
Absolutely they did, as I’m always eager 
to point out to the naysayers. Well before 
the 70’s, in fact, Japanese bikes were 
getting shunned by those who were used to 
European and American machines. Despite 
the Japanese manufacturers success on 
the track it took decades for people to come 
around to the idea of owning and enjoying a 
“Jap” bike. 
These days the flagship models from any 
of the Japanese manufactures are used 

as benchmarks which set the standard for 
global production.
Next up, OverlyAnxiousBiker, explains his 
thoughts on why a Chinese bike might 
benefit those on a tight budget.
“I think Chinese bikes have their uses. For 
instance, I’m currently riding a brand new 
Sinnis that cost less than a £1000.”
Sinnis in the UK have a great reputation for 
selling quality bikes, so good in fact that 
not all their customers realise that they are 
buying a Chinese motorcycle. A brand new 
ride for £1000 ($1430) is hard to find outside 
of the China made options. The cost for 
a Honda of equal spec would certainly be 
twice that cost from a dealership.

Finally Trumpton on Youtube commented 
“I bought a Chinese street bike 125 off the 
internet last January (2015) and things are 
already starting to go wrong with it and I can’t 
get any parts, also I don’t know who made the 
bike. Chinese bikes are just crap!”
Idiot! Firstly, if you decide to buy a motorcycle 
from an internet shop you are not going to get 
the after-market service that you need. You also 
won’t get the chance to test ride it and feel the 
quality. I also want to make the point that if you 
search the internet for one of the thousands of 
websites that offers Chinese motorcycle parts 
you will most certainly get the part you need. 
If you don’t know who the actual manufacturer 
of the bike is (because it’s rebranded) then 
use the C2W service ‘who made my bike’. It’s 
a search engine that you simply enter your vin 
number into and voila! It will tell you the OEM of 
you beloved motorcycle. 
More next month!
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Two time TT Race winner Gary Johnson will again 
ride for the WK Bikes CFMOTO Factory Team in the 
Bennetts Lightweight TT race at the 2016 Isle of Man TT 
Races fuelled by Monster Energy. This will be the third 
consecutive year that the Lincolnshire has ridden for the 
team.

“ Gary was 2nd fastest in first practice last year, so with 
some luck and reliability, we are optimistic that he can 
bring the fast pace through to the race this year. With 
the Lightweight race now being 4 laps instead of 3, Gary 
will really be putting the bike through its paces, so we’ve 
made some changes and upgrades,” said Mike Hinkley, 
WK Bikes Managing Director and Team Principal.

He continued:

“After the last couple of years being dogged by very bad 
luck, we’ve spent a lot of time developing the bike further 

since last year’s race and Gary and the team are looking 
forward to showing the potential of this bike.”

The WK Bikes team was born from a history of racing in 
the form of their sister company, Quadzilla. Although they 
are used to racing quads off road, the team bring the 
same passion, drive, experience and motivation to the 
WK Bikes team with their 650 bike on the world’s most 
challenging road race circuit.

The WK Bikes team have made technical developments 
and advanced its 650cc machine, which started as a 
commuter bike available from their own range of bikes, 
manufactured by the leading Chinese manufacturer 
CFMOTO. With the continued support from the CFMOTO 
factory and sister company Quadzilla, the team have 
been able to make further improvements to the standard 
machine.

WK BIKES                 TEAM 
RE-SIGNS GARY JOHNSON FOR  2016   
BENNETTS LIGHTWEIGHT TT RACE
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MOTORCYCLE 
EXPORT AND 

SALES CONTINUE 
TO DECLINE

For the first two months of 2016, the accu-
mulated expor ts of motorcycles reached 
1,135,000 units, down 9.9% year on year. 

For the f irst  two months, the accumu-
lated total production and sales of motorcy-
cles reached 2,430,000 and 2,491,000 units 
respectively, down 17.3% and 16.2% from the 
previous year. The decrease rates enlarged 
11.3 percentage points and 10 percentage 
points than the same period of 2015

The industry says

“The decline in motorcycle sales and produc-
tion was initially down to the ban on motor-
cycles in Chinese urban centres but now 
we can see that export is being continu-
ously affected by it too. The export industry 
is affected by an influx of Indian motorcycles 
in to traditional Chinese markets as well as 
the availability of (primarily Chinese) cheaper 

cars and mini-vans.

Also, the continuing popularity of electric 
scooters and bicycles is eating into Chinese 
tradit ionally powered two wheeler sales 
figures.

This has caused the Chinese motorcycle 
industry to look at more profitable markets 
l ike Europe and America, places where 
although the numbers are not great the profit 
margins are. Chinese motorcycles are now 
achieving the sort of reputation needed for 

breaking in to these markets.

There  w i l l  soon  be  an  up tu r n  i n  t he 
Argentina market as the old protection-
ist government has been over-turned allow-
ing for the import of Chinese motorcycles 
again. Argentina has previously beed one of 
the top ten motorcycle importing countries for 
Chinese bikes.”
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China Motorcycle Parts Fair  
April 2016 -   In 2016 The China 

 

If you trade in motorcycle 
parts you need this fair, 

no question.  

Motorcycle Par ts Fair  (CMPF) 
will be held in Harbin (April) and 
Guangzhou (October). CMPF is 
the biggest specialist motorcy-
cle parts show in the world and 
features over 700 exhibitors from 
companies that produce every 
i tem on a motorcyc le.  CMPF 
exhibitors don’t just make parts 
for Chinese motorcycles; there are 
parts for every common Japanese 
model as well as some of the 
more high-end brands around the 
world. If you would like to visit 
the parts fair either in April or 
October please contact C2W and 
we will offer you our free travel 
service to make your visit easier.
www.cimamotor.com/en

Although not motorcycle specific 
C a n to n  f a i r  r e m a i n s  a  f i r m 
favourite for many industry visi-
tors (especially those with other 
industr ies  to  research).  He ld 
in Guangzhou every Apri l  and 
October the Canton fair show-
cases products from many indus-
tries including motorcycles, EV, 
cars, generators, snowmobiles and 
other auto related products. As 
Canton fair is an export orientated 
fair it caters only for the foreign 
visitor meaning that all the bikes 
on display are for expor t and 
many have EURO and DOT COC. 
www.cantonfair.org 

Canton Fair     April 2016

How is the aftersales service in your country? Tell us

China Electric Vehicles and 
Parts Fair (EVF)    April 2016

The EVF will run concurrently with 
the China Motorcycle Parts Fair in 
October. It is a middle sized exhibi-
tion which is growing rapidly every 
year as electric motorcycles, tricycles, 
scooters and new energy vehicles 
become more popular. Its location 
and date (the same as CMPF) has 
enhanced its attendance and now the 
organisers feel that they have enough 
exhibitors to attract foreign visitors. 
I feel that this expo is certainly one 
for the future and will grow pretty 
quickly due to the recent growth in 
the interest in electric vehicles in Latin 
America.
www.cmaga.com

What’s your favourite motorcycle brand? Let us know

CIMAmotor has adopted an ‘every 
2 years’ event format much l ike 
EUROMOT Cologne and returns in 
Chongqing from 20th to 23rd of 
October 2016 at  the Chongqing 
Exhibition centre. CIMAmotor is the 
biggest commuter motorcycle expo 
in the world and sees the launch of 
many new models from especially 
Chongqing motorcycle manufacturers. 
C2W can arrange your travel to this 
expo and also offer a VIP service. 
Also, if you would like to visit some 
motorcycle manufacturers once you 
are in Chongqing let us know and 
we will arrange it for you.
www.mopeihui.com

C h i n a  I n t e r n a t i o n a l 
Motorcycle Trade Exhibition 
(CIMAmotor) October 2016    
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THE C2W MOTORCYCLE PARTS FAIR
C2W enjoys a partnership with the China Motorcycle Parts Fair that can bring you all the details 

of the export partners you need to help your business grow.
The China Motorcycle Parts Fair (CMPF) is the biggest specialist motorcycle parts trade exhibi-
tion in the world with over 700 companies’ displaying millions of products twice a year. Each fair 
attracts over 40000 trade visitors to cities around China with the next fair being held in Harbin in 

April 2016. 
The CMPF features motorcycle parts for hundreds of models from around the world as well as 

accessories, lubricants and everything motorcycle related.
If you want to visit the CMPF and need help or advice contact David McMullan at english-

maninchina@gmail.com
On the following pages is a selection of the parts OEM’s and traders that exhibit at CMPF. You 
can contact them directly but if you need an introduction to them write to David at the above 

address and he will arrange it for you.

C2W, helping your business to grow

china 2 wheels
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 MOTORCYCLE PARTS DIRECTORY
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 offers you a selection of motorcycle parts OEM 
and distributors. For parts buying assistance contact 

David McMullan 
at englishmaninchina@gmail.com 

SHOCK 
ABSORBER
Chongqing Yaoyong Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.76 lvcheng Road, Xipeng Industrial 
Garden, Jiulongpo District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86328616 •Fax: +86-23-
86328688
•Web: www.cqyaoyong.com 

Chongqing Yu'an Innovation Technology 
(Group) Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shangqiao Industrial Zone, Shapingba 
District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-65230020 •Fax: +86-23-
65201278
•E-mail: yxb@yuanchina.com •Web:www.
yuanchina.com   

Jiangsu Mingxing Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiulong Industrial Area, Taizhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-523-86266918 •Web: jsmxjzq.
zgqpc.com

Foshan ABC Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: North of ShiXi Industry Area, XiaNan 
2nd Village, PingZhou, Nanhai District, Fos-
han City, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-757-86716801 •Fax: +86-757-
86716803
•E-mail: gdfsabc@gmail.com •Web: www.
fsabc.com

Roading International Co., Ltd.
•Add: Rm8061, Dongpeng Debao Business 
Center, No.109 Huanhua Road, Fangcun, 
Guangzhou,Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81523520 •Fax: +86-20-
81523525
•E-mail: roadingbike@163.com •Web: www.
roadingcycle.com

GuangZhou Z-Wing International Trading Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Building 2, GaoSha, ZhongYi Village, 
ZhongCun Street, GuangZhou, China.
•Tel: +86-20-28663886 •Fax: +86-20-
28663883
•Website: http://z-wing.en.gongchang.com

Linhai Lucheng Auto & Motorcycle Assembly 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhaozhuang Road, Linhai Economy 
Developing Zone, Linhai City, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85622880 •Fax: +86-576-
85622863

•E-mail: info@cnlujian.com •Web:www.cnluji-
an.com

Rui'an Feilong Shock Absorber Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dongyang Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65352555 •Fax: +86-577-
65379555
•Web: www.feilong-shock.com.cn
              
Sichuan Chuannan Absorber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.149 South Fengshi Street, Qianwei 
County, Sichuan
•Tel: +86-833-4262186 •Fax: +86-833-
4262359
•Web: www.cnabsorber.cn •E-mail: webmas-
ter@cnabsorber.cn
              
Zhejiang Mingzhen Machinery Manufacturing 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Dunan Industry Zone, Duqiao, Taizhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-85589899 •Fax: +86-576-
85589567
•Web: www.qilichina.com •E-mail: sales@
qilichina.com
              
Ningbo Huaying Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Maimian Bridge, Jishigang Town, Yin-
zhou District, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-88440008 •Fax: +86-574-
88440005
              
Changzhou Sunshine Shock Absorber Facto-
ry
•Add: Luoyang Industrial Area, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-8795588 •Fax: +86-519-
8790886
•Web: www.yg-jz.com/english/index.htm 
•E-mail: zjp@yg-jz.com

Wuxi Huaheng International Trade Corpora-
tion
•Add: 16-1007, Jiefang North Road, Wuxi, 
Jiangsu.
•Tel: +86-510-82300851 •Fax: +86-510-
82300853
•Web: www.huahengmotor.com •E-mail: tao_
motor@hotmail.com
              
Zhejiang Bosuer Motion Apparatus Co., Ltd.
•Add: Fenghuang Road, Fenghuangshan 
Industry Zone,WuyiCity, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579- 87707699 •Fax: +86-579-
87007761

Zhejiang Qiangguangjian Industrial & Com-
mercial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shibali Village, Jiangdong Town, Jin-
dong District, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82823848 •Fax: +86-579-
82823050

              
GuangZhou ChuanHua Shock Absorber Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No. 72, Huancheng Road, Conghua, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-87919596 •Fax: +86-20-
87919596
•Web: http://chjz.en.gongchang.com
         

TYRES AND 
WHEELS
     
Qingdao Bestsale Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.467 Changjiang Road, Huishang Int.
Mansion, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-86107985 •Fax: +86-532-
86107986
•Web: sandraliu83.en.gongchang.com
              
Cheng Shin Rubber (Xiamen) Ind., Ltd.
•Add: 15, Xibin Road, Xingli, Jimei District, 
Xiamen, Fujian
•Tel: +86-592-6211606 •Fax: +86-592-
6214649
•Web: www.xcs.com.cn •E-mail: xcsp@mail.
xcs.com.cn

Combest Int'l Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Linrui Business Mansion, Zhuhai Rd., 
Jiaonan, Qingdao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-81166119 •Fax: +86-532-
85183893
•Web: www.combesttyre.com •E-mail: 
combest@126.com
              
Guangzhou Gainway Co., Ltd.
•Add: 17/F, Fuying International Building, 
No.166 Changguangzhong Road, Guangzhou, 
Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-83455288-882 •Fax: +86-20-
84356725
•Web: www.gainway2000.com •E-mail: 
export@gainway2000.com
          
Ideal Chemical & Hardware Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhuhai Road, Jiaonan City, Qingdao, 
Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-85182057 •Fax: +86-532-
85183257/ 86132317
•Web: www.greatire.com •E-mail: admin@
greatire.com

Wuxi Doubleflying Light Tyre Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 258, Wuxingjiayuan, Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-85754868/85755760 •Fax: 
+86-510-85765119/85755760
•Web: doubleflyingtyre.en.gongchang.com/
product
              
Sinaite Rubber Patch Cangzhou Co., Ltd.
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•Add: Leitou Industrial Park, Cangzhou, Hebei
•Tel: +86-317-4691888 •Fax: +86-317-
4519889
•Web: www.sinaite.net •E-mail: info@sinaite.
net
              
Qingdao BESTAR Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yinzhu Industrial Park, Jiaonan, Qing-
dao, Shandong
•Tel: +86-532-82116773/88195663 •Fax: 
+86-532-88195663
•Web: www.chinabestar.com •E-mail: 
Jackzhang12@hotmail.com
 
             
Tianjin Pengqi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: East Side of Yanji Street, Beichen 
District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-26818597/26818598 •Fax: +86-
22-26818596
•Web: www.chinapengqi.com •E-mail: peng-
qi@chinapengqi.com
              
Zhejiang Zhouji Rubber Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: Paitou Industrial Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87057888/87051737 •Fax: 
+86-575-87052789

Anhui Light Industries International Co., Ltd.
•Add: 19 Meishan Road, Hefei, Anhui
•Tel: +86-551-2826868 •Fax: +86-551-
2826319
•Web: www.alic.com •E-mail: contactus@alic.
cn
              

PLASTICS
Binhai Moulds and Plastics Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.131-8 Huangjiao Rd, Huangyan 
District, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84275608/84201526 •Fax: 
+86-576-84201526/84275686
•Web: www.binhaichina.com •E-mail: sales@
binhaichina.com
              
              
Changzhou Qian Fu Plastic Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.19 Tongjiang Road, Xiaohe Town, 
Xinbei District, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5030219 •Fax: +86-519-
3500955
•Web: www.qianfu.com •E-mail: manager@
qianfu.com

Changzhou Yinhe Minglei Bicycle Fittings 
Factory
•Add: Jianshe West Way, Industrial Devel-
oping Zone Of Xiaohe Town, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-5038429/5038982 •Fax: +86-
519-3241429

Lighting
Changzhou Jiangsu Yedi Automotive Lighting 
System Co., Ltd.
•Add: Konggang Private Industrial Park, Tang 
Village, Luoxi Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-83200256/83200259 •Fax: 
+86-519-83502859
•Web: www.jsyedi.com.cn •E-mail: yedi@
vip.163.com
              
Chongqing Beibei Tianli Lamp Co., Ltd.
•Add: Economic Development Zone, Tongjiaxi 
Town, Beibei District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68346206 68346205 •Fax: +86-
23-68315078
•Web: www.cqtl668.com •E-mail: sales@
tianlilamp.com
              
Guangzhou Besyo Auto Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: 1208, the twelveth floor,Xiangyun Build-
ing, NO.1400 Baiyun Avenue, Baiyun district, 
Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-28276982 •Fax: +86-20-
28276983
•E-mail: sales@besyoautoparts.com •Web: 
www.besyoautoparts.com

SECURITY

              
Guangzhou Tielaoda Theft-Proof Equipment 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: G Bldg, NO.9 Huaxi Road, Fangcun Vil-
lage, Liwan District, Guangzhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81508626 •Fax: +86-20-
81405057
•Web: www.tjj-china.com •E-mail: tjj@tjj-chi-
na.com
              
Hangzhou Meka Tools Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 4, 6 Xiyuan 8th Road, Sandun 
Xihu Technology and Economic Park, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88225048 •Fax: +86-571-
88225040
•Web: http://meka.en.gongchang.com
              
LFF Security Equipment Co., Ltd.
•Add: XiaoLan Industrial Base, Xiaolan Town, 
Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22138466/22132008 •Fax: 
+86-760-22132886
•E-mail: tycho@lff.cn •Web: www.lff.cn
              
Parking Easy Cars Elctronic Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangxing Industrial Area, Xiaolan 
Town, Zhongshan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-760-22127782 •Fax: +86-760-
86160677

Zhejiang Zhengdong Vehicle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xingfang Economic and Technological 
Development Zone, Tangxia Town, Rui'an, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-85801809 •Fax: +86-577-
85801811
•Web: www.chinazhengdong.com •E-mail: 
zd@chinazhengdong.com

VARIOUS ENGINE 
PARTS
              

Changzhou Junfeng Lantian Vehicle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Weicun Town, New Northern District, 
Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-85711520 •Fax: +86-519-
85716520
•Web: www.ltcy.cn •E-mail: ltcy@ltcy.cn
              
Jiangmen Jusheng Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Beijiangli, Baishidacheng, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86- 750-3087333 •Fax: +86-750-
3087755
•Web: www.jmjusheng.com •E-mail: 
jusheng3087333@163.com
              
Luoyang Luojia Highland Motors Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xujiaying, High&New Development 
Zone, Luoyang, Henan
•Tel: +86-379-65111883/65111908 •Fax: +86-
379-64937967
•Web: www.luojiamotor.com •E-mail: sales@
luojiamotor.com
              
Changzhou Wujin Huafeng Automobile Indus-
try Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.8, Yucheng Industry Zone, Qian-
huang Town, Wujin District, Changzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-513-86251888 •Fax: +86-519-
86251043

CRANKSHAFT
Wuhu Kengchang Mechanical & Electrical 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinqiao Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-576-82666699 •Fax: +86-576-
82665555
•Web: www.cn-kc.com •E-mail: lly@cn-kc.
com
              
Chongqing Yunyang Crankshaft Co., Ltd.

•Add: Dongjiao, Yunyang, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-55159765 •Fax: +86-23-
55159767
•Web: en.yyqz.com •E-mail: yunchuan@yyqz.
com
              
Guangzhou Liyen Science & Technology Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Zhonghua Moto-Parts Market, Guang-
zhou, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-28946440 •Fax: +86-20-
81056391
•Web: liyen.en.alibaba.com
              
Guangzhou Vime Automotive Parts Co.,Ltd.
•Add: No.T23 Baiyun Motorcycle Market 
Zengcha Road,Guangzhou
•Tel:+86-20-81797636 •Fax:+86-20-
81795400
•E-mail: vimemoto@yahoo.cn •Web:www.
v-ime.com
              
Carburetor
Fuding Hualong Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.99 Longshan Industry Zone, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7872688 •Fax: +86-593-
7836333
•Web: www.hlic.com.cn •E-mail: info@hlic.
com.cn
              
Fuding Mikuni Carburetor Manufacture Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.A6-802/A6-902 Fuli Bitaowan 
Luochongwei Baiyun District Guangzhou, 
Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-81972896 •Fax: +86-20-
81972247
              
Fuding Wabran Locomotive Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.16 Xinghuo Industrial Park, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7871826 •Fax: +86-593-
7817689
•Web: zgf007@21cn.com •E-mail: webmas-
ter@wabron.com

Fujian Fuding Jingke Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•ADD: 71# Zhongshan North Road, Fuding, 
Fujian
•Tel: +86-593-7825855 •Fax: +86-593-
7837929
•E-mail: 13799803333@139.com •Web: 
www.jkhyq.com
              
Fujian Xinjifu Enterprises Co., Ltd.
•Add: 23/F Yifa Tower, No.111, Wusi Road, 
Fuzhou, Fujian
•Tel: +86-591-87877370/87878578/22856816 
•Fax: +86-591-87878388
•Web: http://forwholesale.en.gongchang.com
              
Guangzhou Zhenhe Automobile Accessories 
& Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: 3rd Building, Huangzhou Industrial 
Zone, Chebei, Tianhe District, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-20-38601512/38629542 •Fax: +86-
20-38601599
•Web: www.gzsanling.com •E-mail: sanling@
gzsanling.com
              
Nanjing Keihin Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Longhua Road, Nanjing Luhe Eco-
nomic Development Zone, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-25-57139039 •Fax: +86-25-
57138178
•Web: www.keihin-knj.com
              
Rui'an Sunshine Carburetor Co., Ltd.
•Add: Chenzhai Industrial Zone, Tangxia 
Town, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65370828 •Fax: +86-577-
65360838
•Web: www.zjshine.com •E-mail: master@
zjshine.com

Shanghai Lingchi Motorcycle Co., Ltd. Wen-
ling Branch
•Add: First Phase of Nanquan Industrial Area, 
Taiping Street, Wenling, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-86126595 •Fax: +86-576-
86224122
•Web: www.lingchi.net •E-mail: sales@ling-
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chi.net
              
Alignment Metal Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: 327, NO.58, Alley 136, Shunde Road, 
Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-87655411 •Fax: +86-574-
87655422
•Web: http://metalway9485.en.gongchang.
com
              
Changzhou Xueqiang Electronic Technology 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xueyan Town, Changzhou, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-519-86151256/86151361 •Fax: 
+86-519-86151668
•Web: www.xq-yz.com
              
Zhejiang Yongkang Kangli Metal Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: 4th Village Industrial District, Tangxian 
Town, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87502648 •Fax: +86-579-
87502638

Rui'an Sendfly Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.60-62, Dongfeng Road, Hantian, 
Tangxia, Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65353747 •Fax: +86-577-
65373773
•Web: www.wzsx2008.cn •E-mail: 
huatai21@126.com
              
Shanghai Unison Aluminum Products Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.2058, Hu Qing Ping Highway, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-5976-1698 •Fax: +86-21-
59760338
•Web: www.unisonal.com •E-mail: info@
unisonal.com
              
Suzhou Industrial Park Tongsheng Bicycle 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Tongda Road 1875-8#, Suzhou, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-512-66980056 •Fax: +86-512-
66960187
•Web: www.tsbicycle.net •E-mail: 
163ts_09001@vip.163.com
              
Taizhou Xinyi Motorcycle Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Gongxin Road, West Industrial 
Zone, Huangyan, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-84603888/84609789 •Fax: 
+86-576-84609777
•Web: www.xinyiwheel.com •E-mail: xinyi@
xinyiwheel.com

Wuxi Wanxuan Metal Product Co., Ltd.
•Add: Zhenxi Industrial Zone, Xishan Distict, 
Wuxi, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-88784887 •Fax: +86-510-
88787228
•Web: www.wanxuan.cn •E-mail: wanxuan1@
wanxuan.com
              
Yongkang Junjian Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.288 of LingShi Road Industrial 
Zone, West City, Yongkang, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87388787/87388788 •Fax: 
+86-579-87432824
•Web: www.junjianrim.com •E-mail: sales2@
junjianrim.com
              
Zhejiang Dawning Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Quanxi Industrial Park, Wuyi County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-87960869 •Fax: +86-579-
87960809
•Web: http://dawningdoors.en.gongchang.
com

CABLES AND 
WIRES
            
  
Zhejiang Jinfei Machinery Group, Co. Ltd.
•Add: No.800 Xianhua South Street, Industrial 
Park, Jinhua, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-82523262 •Fax: +86-579-
82523293
•Web: www.jinfei.com.cn •E-mail: jinfei@jinfei.

cn

Cixi Jianliw Bicycle Factory
•Add: Hongxing Village, Andong Town, Cixi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63890705 •Fax: +86-574-
63890651
•Web: http://qiyangcycle.en.gongchang.com
              
Cixi Kaiyu Control Cord Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shengshan Industry Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-635448550 •Fax: +86-574-
63549550/58974759
•E-mail: leb@chinakaiyu.com •Web: www.
chinakaiyu.com
              
DongGuan ShuangHe Control Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: Building 69, Sanjiang Industrial Area, 
Xinsi Village, Dongguan, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-769-87060066 •Fax: +86-769-
81017595
•Web: www.dgshuanghe.com •E-mail: amy@
dgshc.com
              
Hebei Jifeng Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yangzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe 
County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136866 8138888 •Fax: +86-
319-8138688
•Web: www.hbjfjx.com
              
Jiangyin Jiuan Bicycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: Mazhen Industrial Area, Xuxiake Town, 
Jiangyin, Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86522091 86520088 •Fax: 
+86-510-86526698
•Web: www.ya-controlcable.com •E-mail: 
jjb@ja-cable.com
              
Jiangyin New Century Automobile & Motor 
Fittings Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yungu Road, Changjing Town, Jiangyin, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86304888 •Fax: +86-510-
80141038
•Web: www.chinaxsj.com •E-mail: Cheney@
chinaxsj.com
              
Jiangyin Qinengshi Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Pushi Village Changjing Town, Jiangyin, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-510-86338228 86338988 •Fax: 
+86-510-86335331
•Web: www.jyqns.com •E-mail: sales@jyqns.
com

Qinghe County Junsheng Auto & Motorcycle 
Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: South to the Bus Station, No.8 Wang-
guanzhuang Industrial Zone, Qinghe County, 
Xingtai, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136073 •Fax: +86-319-
8138718
•Web: www.hbxincheng.com •E-mail:x-
incheng@hbxincheng.com
              
Rui'an Lihai Vehicle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Centou Industry Zone, Tangxia Town, 
Rui'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-65386698 •Fax: +86-577-
65372400
              
Shanghai Lonestar Cable Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.5 Building, Yuweishi Avenue, 
Longyang Industrial Zone, Fengxian District, 
Shanghai
•Tel: +86-21-67105387 •Fax: +86-21-
67105661
•Web: www.lonestar.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing Chaoqiang Machinery Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinlonghu Industry Region, Beibei 
District, Chongqing, China
•Tel: +86-23-86032399 •Fax: +86-23-
63228190
•Web: www.bindunconrod.com •E-mail: 
export@bindunconrod.com

ELECTRONICS
Zhejiang Boer Electromechanical Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.199, Xinggong Road, Huzhen Town, 
Jinyun County, Lishui, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-578-3559765 •Fax: +86-578-

3559225
              
ZheJiang Jinlang Engine Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.259 of 2nd Ring Road, Jinqing 
Town, Luqiao, Taizhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-576-82899099 •Fax: +86-576-
82712887
•E-mail: jinlang@jinlang.com.cn •Web: www.
jinlang.com.cn
              
              
Chongqing yinji Motorcycle Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Baiyun Motocycle Accessory Market, 
Zengcha Road, Baiyun District, Guangzhou
•Tel: +86-20-67183699 •Fax: +86-20-
67183699
•Web: www.chongqingyj.en.alibaba.com
              
Chongqing Unionstrong General Motor Parts 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.14 Beiqu Road, Yuzhong District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-63541508 •Fax: +86-23-
63501639
•Web: www.unionstrong-cq.com •E-mail: 
unionstrong@hotmail.com
              
Walbro (Tianjin) Industries Co., Ltd.
•Add: Beichen Economic Development Area, 
Tianjin
•Tel: +44(0)1784 493555 •Fax: +86-022-
26970217
•Web: www.walbro.com.cn •E-mail: Peter.H@
glencoeltd.co.uk
              

China SPSUN Group
•Add: No.68, Yuhe West Road, Hangtian, 
Tanxia, Rui'an, ZheJiang
•Tel: +86-577-65351356 •Fax: +86-577-
65356586
•Web: www.cnspsun.com •E-mail: chance.
cn@163.com
              
Chongqing Sansan Electric Appliance Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: 41F, Area 2, Jupiter Science and 
Technology Building, North New District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-67032817 67889192 •Fax: +86-
23-65156129
•Web: www.sansan.cc •E-mail: ss1307@
sansanmeter.com
              
Cixi Doli Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Xinjie Village, Zonghan Street, CiXi, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63229288 63228488 •Fax: 
+86-574-63228288
•Web: www.chinadoli.com •E-mail: sales@
chinadoli.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery & Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com
              
Cixi Zhengtong Electronics Co., Ltd.
•Add: Kandun Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-96410-583666647 •Fax: +86-
01872-66606627
•Web: www.cnzhengtong.com •E-mail: c7nl_
cezoter@abc.com.cn

CHAINS
Hangzhou Donghua Chain Group Co., Ltd.
•Add: 218 Jichang Road, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-85144947 •Fax: +86-571-
85042767
•Web: www.dhchain.com •E-mail: export@
dhchain.com
              
Hangzhou Qianjiang Chain Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.1 Dam Xiaoshan District, Hangzhou, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82875104 •Fax: +86-571-
82875105
•Web: www.zjhql.com •E-mail: info@zjhql.
com
              
Hangzhou Sunfun Chain Co., Ltd.
•Add: Cangqian Town, Yuhang District, Hang-
zhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-88613333 88620000 •Fax: 
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+86-571-88611218
•Web: www.3chain.com •E-mail: sunfun@
china.com
              
Hangzhou UniBear Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yiqiao Industrial Zone, Xiaoshan Dis-
trict, Hangzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-82419238 82419778 •Fax: +86-
571-82406508
•Web: www.hzyl.com.cn •E-mail: sales@hzyl.
com.cn
              
Huzhou Shuangshi Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Industrial Area, Yangdao Bridge, 
Shuanglin Town, Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3489228 •Fax: +86-572-
3489059
•Web: www.shuangshi-chain.com •E-mail: 
export@shuangshi-chain.com
              
Huzhou Xiandeng Chain Transmission Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Xiangyang Industrial Zone, Shuanglin, 
Huzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-572-3485121 •Fax: +86-572-
3485303
•Web: www.xdzh.com •E-mail: hzxdzh@126.
com

Kalibo Holding Group
•Add: #70 Zhancheng Ave., Chengxi Develop-
ment Zone, Zhuji, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-575-87102587 87102867 •Fax: 
+86-575-80708689
•Web: www.hua-gang.cn •E-mail: export@
kalibo.cn
              
Renqiu City Xingyuan Motorcycle Accessories 
Co.,Ltd
•Add:Shimenqiao Industrial Zone Renqiu 
Hebei China
•Tel:0086-317-2801653 •Fax:0086-317-
2803125
              
Cixi Meiya Automobile Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: kuangyan Industrial Zone, Kuangyan 
Town, Cixi , Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63530879 •Fax: +86-574-
63536109
•Web: www.nbmeiya.com •E-mail: meiya@
nbmeiya.com

Cixi Wang' s Automobile Parts Factory
•Add: Kuang Yan Industrial Zone, Cixi, Zhe-
jiang
•Tel: +86-574-63861339/63863396 •Fax: 
+86-574-63863201
•Web: www.cxwsqp.com •E-mail: sales@
cxwsqp.com
              
Jiangmen Liben Auto Parts Industrial Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jiangcheng Industrial Estate, Lile, 
Jiangmen, Guangdong
•Tel: +86-750-2031388 •Fax: +86-750-
2038833
•Web: www.liben-parts.com •E-mail: 
sales04@liben-parts.com

BRAKE, CLUTCH 
PADS
Lin'an Hualong Fribition Materials Co., Ltd.
•Add: Longgang Town, Lin'an, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-571-63631188 63631277 •Fax: 
+86-571-61103562
•Web: www.china-frictionmaterial.com 
•E-mail: info@hzhualong.com
              
MOMT Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: Sancun Viiiage Four Area No.97.Jiubao 
Town, Hangzhou City, China
•Tel: +86-571-86902221 86902220 •Fax: 
+86-571-86902222
•Web: www.chinamomt.com •E-mail: momt@
chinamomt.com
              
Pujiang Wansai Friction Material Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.3, Hengsheng Road, No.2 Area, 
Zhongshan Special Industrial Zone, Pujiang, 

Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-579-84236292 84236291 •Fax: 
+86-579-84236282/84236487
•Web: www.winsafe.com.cn •E-mail: zlq@
winsafe.com.cn
              
Quanzhou Qixing Braking Equipment Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: Bangde Industrial Area, Yongchun 
County, Fujian
•Tel: +86-595-23861456 •Fax: +86-595-
23862456
•Web: www.qzqx.cn
              
Ruian OuXing Brake Pad Manufacturing Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: No.25, Building 1, Motor, Tangxia Town, 
Ruian, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-577-66002522 •Fax: +86-577-
66002511
•Web: www.zjouxing.moto188.com •E-mail: 
ouxingbp@126.com
              
Zhejiang Rong'an Machinery Co. Ltd.
•Add: Taoyuan Road 88, Jiashan County, 
Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-573-84775307 •Fax: +86-573-
84775309
•Web: www.rongan-brakes.com •E-mail: 
sales@rongan-brakes.com

Tianjin Datong Cycle Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: Yaoliuqiao Town, Dongli District, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-22-84891315 •Fax: +86-22- 
84891315

PAINT
              
Chongqing Huahui Paint Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.20,Yuma Road, Chayuan Industrial 
Zone, Nan'an District, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-68839888 68836888 •Fax: +86-
23-68605888
•Web: www.huahuip.com

SPROCKETS
              
Chongqing Wanlijiangfa Sprocket Co., Ltd.
•Add: Jinzhu Industry Zone,Banan District, 
Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-86991331 •Fax: +86-23-
86991326
•E-mail: wljf.tony@gmail.com •Web: www.
wanlijiangfa.com
              
Zhejiang Kejie Electrical Co., Ltd.
•Add: Panzai Industrial Area, Hongqiao, 
Yueqing, Zhejinag
•Tel: +86-577-61310885　62321698 •Fax: 
+86-577-62321887
•E-mail: zjysy998@126.com •Web: http://
www.zjysy.com
              
Wenzhou Shengshi Turn Trade Parts Made 
Co., Ltd.
•Add: Shenao Industrial Park, Xianyan Town, 
Ouhai, Wenzhou, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-23-577-85308800 •Fax: +86-23-
577-85316444
•E-mail: zl@cnzhili.com •Web: http://www.
cnzhili.com

RUBBER PROD-
UCTS
Tianjin Annaichi Rubber Products Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Industry Park, Xiqing 
District, Tianjin
•Tel: 13370319973 •Fax: +86-022-27971683
•Email: ninokay@163.com
              
Tianjin Luming Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Laojuntang, Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing 
Distict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-27356600 •Fax: +86-022-
27259900
•Email: fyd_factory@vip.163.com •Web: 

www.Lmrubber.com
              
Tianjin Zhenghao Rubber Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing District, Tian-
Jin
•Tel: +86-022-87999939 •Fax: +86-022-
87999939
•Web: www.zhenghaoxiangjiao.cn •Email: 
yuleihappy1974@126.com

Wantong Dragline Rubber Industry Co., Ltd.
•Add: First Western Street, Wangguanzhuang 
Industrial Area, Qinghe County, Hebei
•Tel: +86-319-8136787 •Fax: +86-319-
8136186
•Web: www.hb-wantong.com.cn •E-mail: 
wt@hb-wantong.com
              
Tianjin Huayuan Zhengxing Rubber Products 
Co., Ltd.
•Addr: South Zhangjiawo Town, Xiqing Dis-
trict, Tianjin
•Tel: +86-022-87981067 •Fax: +86-022-
87986767
•Web: www.zhengyuantyre.com •Email: 
zhengyuanluntai@aliyun.com
              
Tianjin Fastron Technology Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
•Web: www.jiatai-metal.com •Email: 
tert2456@163.com
              
Jurong Jiatai Cycle Product Co., Ltd.
•Addr: Economic Development Zone, Jurong, 
Jiangsu
•Tel: +86-0511-87186889 •Fax: +86-0511-
87186869
Beijing Fenghuolun Motorcycle Co., Ltd.
•Add: No. 1 Yard, Dongfeng South Road, 
Chaoyang District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-62223456 •Fax: +86-10-
64339240
•E-mail: zdy@fhlmotor.com •Web: www.
fhlmotor.com

FIBREGLASS 
PRODUCTS
              
Beijing Rodia Fiberglass Products Co., Ltd.
•Add: Liuminying Ecological Farm, Zhangzi-
ying Town, Daxing District, Beijing
•Tel: +86-10-67661431 •Fax: +86-10-
67661431-608
•Web: www.chinahelmet.com.cn •E-mail: 
rodia@chinahelmet.com.cn
              
Boda Motorsport Co., Ltd.
•Add: No.2002 Shangde International, No.8 
Kangle Street, Xinhua District, Shijiazhuang, 
Hebei
•Tel: +86-311-87879508 •Fax: +86-311-
87875568
•E-mail:info@bodamoto.com •Web: www.
bodamoto.com
              
Chongqing Xin'ou Motorcycle Fittings Co., 
Ltd.
•Add: A Zone Qijiang Industrial, Chongqing
•Tel: +86-23-48697777 •Fax: +86-23-
48696555
•E-mail: xo@xohelmet.com •Web: www.
xohelmet.com
              
Cixi Vetor Machinery Parts Co., Ltd.
•Add: Central Mansion, Cixi, Ningbo, Zhejiang
•Tel: +86-574-63227016 •Fax: +86-574-
63227015
•Web: www.vetoro.com www.cxjiali.cn 
•E-mail: vetor@vetor.com
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